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LEAD PAGE

Dedication of The Queen’s Regiment Book of Remembrance by the Dean of Canterbury in the
presence of the late Major General M F Reynolds CB, The Colonel of the Regiment.
Warriors’ Chapel, Canterbury Cathedral,
25th July 1990
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THE PRESIDENT’S JOTTINGS
2016

2

015 was a very good year for our Association – culminating in the highly
successful visit by Queen Margrethe of Denmark to unveil our memorial
statue to The Buffs in the grounds of Canterbury Cathedral. My sincere
thanks to all of you who made it possible with donations and practical
support on the day. The photographs of the day provided by Barry Duffield
are stunning as were the TV, Radio and Print coverage.
We now have ensured that both the Queen’s Own Royal West Kent
Regiment and The Buffs have memorials to their existence which will stand
the test of time. That said we still have a number of ‘memorials’ to complete
– a silver communion set for the Chapel Royal at the Tower of London
which we hope to present in the Autumn later this year – then to update the
Latham headstone, in some way, in France in 2017 and, finally, to agree on
a suitable way to mark the passing into history of the Queen’s Own Buffs
– there are already a number of suggestions but we have time to consider the options before making a
final choice.
Once again our re-unions were well attended with many new faces appearing although the marching
numbers for Maidstone were down. I believe that we should stick with our existing arrangements for this
year and then see as to whether or not we need to change the program for future years. Marching numbers
at Maidstone are a key element as are the numbers who attend the Church service there. We need a good
attendance at these two aspects to justify the presence of the Band and use of the Church. Hopefully more
of you will participate this year as opposed to going straight to the Hotel ‘bar’ from the Memorial Gardens!
If unable to march we will provide additional mini-buses to get you down to the Church and then back to
the Hotel – there will still be time to get one in the ‘bank’ before lunch.
By the time this Journal goes to print we will have supported the unveiling of the new ‘memorial’ paver??
to Corporal William Cotter VC of the Buffs in his home town of Sandgate and then in early April we have
the re-interment of a Queen’s Own Royal West Kent soldier near to Ypres. Looking further ahead, our reunions apart, we have the Somme trip at the end of May which is already very well supported and I am
sure that Peter White and Keith Fizzani will provide an interesting programme for us.
It was very good in the run up to Christmas to get round and see a number of Branches and a thank you
for your hospitality. I will try and do the rounds again over the coming months.
At the end of January Peter White arranged a gathering at Ramsgate of all Branches for an open discussion
on how the Association functions and to deal with any misgivings. The good news is that it was an
excellent meeting with no serious ‘misgivings’! A thank you to all those who attended and contributed to
the discussions. However – the key message was what to do in a few years’ time when age and failing
health indicates that the Association will have to close? The timing of this will be Branch led and against
that background it is clear some branches will be able to – or wish to - continue longer than others. This
has to be addressed and a decision made based on the overall situation so I have asked that a twelve
month thinking period be entered into with branches reporting back on how they see this happening at a
similar gathering in January 2017.
My best wishes to you all for the coming year and I hope to see as many of you as possible at one or more
of our various gatherings.
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EDITOR’S PAGE

I

t seems like only last month we were writing our notes for last year’s
magazine. This past year has been, for our Association, a most historic
and memorable one with the visit of Her Majesty Queen Margrethe to
unveil the statue to The Buffs. More of that a little later in a special article.
In the course of the last twelve months the Regimental Association has
enjoyed a wide range of activities and events at both branch and central
Association level. Membership is holding well and I am delighted to say that
we have had a number of new recruits who served in both Queen’s Own
Buffs and 2 Queens’ All this serves to demonstrate that we are still a long
way from the ‘finish line’. Still with ten active branches, eight of which meet
every month, and two bimonthly, we could be good for several years yet
before we march into history; that depends , of course, on you our members
continuing to support our reunions and branch meetings and events.
Of course, since the last notes, we have lost some great friends, comrades and colleagues and it would be
unfair to select any by name. Suffice to say that although we feel the loss greatly we have to look beyond
the sorrow and reflect on how much we enjoyed knowing them and indeed serving with them.
The Canterbury Reunion in August 2015 was once again blessed with good weather and I am delighted to
say that the attendance reached nearly record levels. We confidently expect that this year the numbers will
be higher still. The annual parade and Service of Remembrance in the Chapel of St Peter Ad Vincula in
the Tower of London, organised by our London Buffs Branch, was once again very well supported and after
the service the London Buffs presented the Chapel with a new hymn board.
But, of course, our focus for this year was on 11th September and the eagerly awaited visit to the Association
by our Colonel in Chief, Queen Margrethe and there are several pages in this issue devoted to photographs
of the event.
To all those who have donated, supported or contributed in any way to the life of the Association during this
past memorable year a very sincere thank you.
The Association trip to The Somme is now fast approaching and I am glad to say that we will be running two
coaches and 82 seats have already been reserved. There is still time to apply for a place if you so wish but
time is now getting short. If you want to come along then please contact me for an application form ASAP.
By the time who receive this issue an event will have taken place in Sandgate, Kent to commemorate the
life and sacrifice of Corporal William Cotter who won the VC on March 6th 1916. The memorial event took
place exactly 100 years ago to the very day on March 6th 2016. There is a full report later in this issue.
Late last year we were contacted by the MOD’s Joint Casualty and Compassionate Centre (JCCC) to advise
that the remains of a soldier of the Royal West Kent Regt, identified by the Regimental shoulder titles, had
been discovered in a field in Kleine Poezelstraat, 8900 Ypres. On April 5th that soldier will be afforded a
military funeral and laid to rest in the New Irish Farm Cemetery, north east of Ypres. The Association will
be well represented by 50 members who will travel by coach to be there to pay their final respects.
Well that’s just about it for this year, I hope you enjoy this issue and my thanks to those of you who have
contributed articles. photographs etc and once again a special thanks to Barry Duffield for his terrific
support and for excellent photos despite only having a Nikon!!!!! For that comment Barry will never forgive
me.
Have a great year and take care
					

Peter

Regimental Association Secretary, Queen’s Own Buffs-The Royal Kent Regiment
Marlowe Innovation Centre, Marlowe Way, Ramsgate, CT12 6FA
Tel: 01843 598615 - Email: qobassociation@gmail.com - Mobile: 07522 914562
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THE REGIMENTAL ASSOCIATION
of the QUEEN’S OWN BUFFS, THE ROYAL KENT REGIMENT (PWRR).
MINUTES OF THE 46th ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING HELD AT THE
UK PAPER & LEISURE CLUB, SITTINGBOURNE ON SATURDAY 22nd
FEBRUARY 2016.
Regimental Association President: Colonel P. Bishop OBE DL.
Regimental Association Secretary: Major P. R. White MM.
The meeting opened at 4pm with a prayer led by the Regimental Chaplain.
1.

Attendance:

		

a.

		

b. Apologies received: Jacky Allen and George Young of the 62 Club.

2.

Members present: There were 33 Association members present.

Welcome & Opening Remarks:

		

a.	The President, Colonel Bishop, welcomed all to the meeting and thanked them for their
attendance.

		

b.	Colonel Bishop thanked Sittingbourne Branch for once again hosting the Annual General
meeting and, in particular, Mr. Paul Fleming for making all of the necessary arrangements.

3.

Minutes of the 45th Annual General Meeting held on 28th February 2015:

		
4.

Matters arising from those minutes: (Items not included on the meeting’s agenda)

		
5.

a. 	It was unanimously agreed that the minutes of the above meeting were a true record of
proceedings.

a.

There were no matters arising

Investment Portfolio:

		

a. 	The President explained that the investment portfolio had decreased in value, due to the
downturn in the stock market during 2015, and now stood at £445,170.

		

b 	The President explained that we must safeguard an amount of £100,000 to be left to PWRR
on the close of the Association to cover future welfare requirements.

		

c.

6.

Accounts for the Period 01 January to 31 December 2015:
a.

			

7.

The President stated that there was no reason to move the investment portfolio.

 he Association Secretary gave an overview of the accounts for the last financial year and
T
made the following comments: (i) 	At the current moment the balance in the bank is £2,076 which will consequently
mean that there will be a requirement to drawdown from the investment portfolio
during  the next month of this financial year.

Benevolence Review for the period of 1 January 2015 to 31 December 2015:

		

a.
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The Association Secretary explained the Benevolence grants made in 2015 and made the
following comments: -
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(i) 	There had been a marked reduction in the number of applications in the year. It was
expected that the number of future applications would continue to decline year on
year.

			

(ii)

			

(iii) 	The grants made from Association funds amounted to £7,611 a further £12,730 was
funded by other Military Charities. A sum of £954 was returned as unused, leaving a
charge to the Association of £6,977.

			

(iv)

8.

A synopsis of the grants made in 2015 is available on request.

Budget for 2016:

		

9.

A total of 24 applications for assistance had been received of which 24 were approved.

a. 	The Secretary briefed the meeting on the budget for 2016 which had been agreed by
the Committee of Management and approved by the Finance Committee of the PWRR
Trustees. A copy of the budget is available on request.

Annual Grants for 2016:

		

a.

The following were agreed:

			

(i)

£ 500.

Canterbury Cathedral

			

(ii)

£ 300.

Canterbury Cricket Tent

			

(iii)

£ 500.

3 PWRR

			

(iv)

£

£250 to each of the area Chairman’s Fund

10.

500

Canterbury Reunion 7th August 2016:

		

a.	There was an upsurge in numbers last year which was very welcome, we are also very
grateful for the support of 3 PWRR who help make this day for us.

		

b. 	The address will be given by The Very Reverend Dr Robert Willis DL, The Dean of
Canterbury.

		

c.

The Parade and Service would follow the same format as in previous years.

		

d.

The PWRR Band had been booked for the parade service and for Beating Retreat.

		

e. 	The Invicta Concert band would play at the Reunion Leros Barracks. Our entertainer will be
Hotsy Totsy

		

f.

		

g. 	The cost of the reunion ticket for a member and one guest i.e. wife, carer or friend will be
£8.00 per person. Non Association Member £20.00 per person

		

h. 	It was agreed that the Reunion Lunch would again be based on a Carvery and Ice Cream
Sweet.

		

i	Parking will be available at Leros Barracks with Mini Bus transfer to the Church and from
the Cathedral Precincts after the return parade for all who wish to take up this opportunity.

		

k.	A detailed Admin Order has been sent to Branches and Ticket applications will be distributed
in the Journal. Ticket Application deadline is 1st July 2016

A letter of Invitation has been sent to the Mayor of Canterbury.
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11.

Maidstone Reunion 18th September 2016:

		

a.	The format of the Brenchley Gardens Parade and Service to remain as in previous years.
The Revd Keith Fazzani Regimental Association Padre to  officiate at Brenchley gardens  
and also conduct the service in All Saints Church

		

b.	Maidstone Borough Council are being approached to seek permission for the Association
to march along Week Street after the Brenchley Gardens Ceremony.

		

c. 	The Reunion would be held at the Oakwood House Hotel, Oakwood Road, Maidstone The
Oakwood House Hotel is but 5 minutes’ drive from All Saints Church.

		

d.	Parking is available for all at Oakwood House, prior to 9.30am with Minibus transfer to the
Museum and transfer for the less able to All Saints and return to the Hotel.

		

e.	The cost of the lunch tickets for the reunion would be £12 for members and their wives,
partners or carers, £15 for Officers and £20 for Non Members.

		

f.

The Reunion lunch will be of three courses.

		

g.

 detailed Admin Order has been sent to Branches and Ticket applications will be distributed
A
in the Journal. Ticket Application deadline is 19th July 2016

12.

Tower of London Service of Remembrance 4th September 2016

		

a. 	The London Buffs again welcome all members of the Association to attend this parade in
the Tower.
b.

		
13.

 he Meal in the Hotel afterwards only has the capacity to fit in the members of London  Buffs
T
plus invited guests. London Buffs apologise that they can’t make this an open invitation.

c. 	The President advised that during the service a Silver cruet set suitably engraved with the
Queen’s Own Buffs badge will be presented to the Chapel.

Latham Memorial:

		

a.	The President stated that in 2017 or at least prior to closure of the association we must deal
with providing an appropriate memorial to replace the current one that is now next to the
compost compound and which has never been on the actual grave. It has been decided
that a memorial plaque be erected on the Church Wall subject of course to approval of the
authorities.

		

b.	The Association produced photos of an appropriate relief of Captain Matthew Latham
defending the Colour which Peter Birkett is in the process of producing this will be in Bronze
and a Wedgewood type and will be sold in a frame. The cost of which will be £85 and the
surplus profit after cost will go to the cost of producing the Plaque for Latham. Photos of
the design will be in the journal along with order forms. The initial production cost of approx
£600.00 was agreed.

14.

Memorial Projects: The Queens Own Buffs

		

a.

		

b. 	The President advised that the headstone to Captain Matthew Latham had been badly
damaged by weather over the years and now needs replacing. This project should be
completed within the remaining life of the Association
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	The President advised that in order to do justice to our history it is important that we now
have in place a lasting memorial to the Buffs in Canterbury Cathedral, The
Queen’s
Own at Tertre. The Hymn Board and Cruet set in the Chapel Royal at the Tower of London
not only to recognise the time of the Buffs but also of the Trained of London from whom
we are formed. We now need to look at the
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15.

Association Trip to the Somme 2016

		

		
16.

a.	The Association Secretary advised that the trip to the Somme will take place between 20th
and 22nd May 2016.
b.

 here are still a few places left and if they are not filled we shall offer them to others at the  
T
full cost. The invoices for the balance together with pick up points are being sent out.

c.

A final recce will take place after which a detailed itinerary would be produced.

d.	The regimental Padre advised that all those travelling take out additional insurance to top
up the basic EH Card cover.

Association Secretary’s Administrative points:

		

a. 	The Secretary asked that Branch Secretaries advised him of a loss of a Branch Member in
particular those who served in Buffs QORWK or QOB. So that we can keep the data base
up to date as well as we can although we have to admit it will never be fully accurate.

		

b.

 ranches were requested to submit a copy of their annual Accounts to the Association
B
Secretary for the last year and future years.

c.

 At the meeting of all Branch Officers held in Ramsgate in January they were asked to  bring
back to next years meeting the notification of what they want to do as branches when the
association closes down which could be as early as 2019.

17.

Association Journal/Web Site
a.   T
 he Journal: The Journal prepare is in its final stages and will be an issue this year of
80 pages and will sent to all members listed on the Association database as members
or associate members of the Association. It is up to Branch Secretaries to notify the
Association Secretary of New Members, Members Deaths and Changes of Address.

		

b. 	Web Site: The Regimental Web Site has been down for some time due to it being hacked.
It has now been replaced with a new site under the old name and has been re-populated
with as much information and photos, that could be reused.

		

c. 	Membership: As far as can be reconciled we have approx. 1,100 listed on the regimental
database

18.

Items submitted from branches:

		
19.

a. There were none to record.

Association Forecast of Events 2016-2017:

		

a. 	Details of very few events had been received to date. Branches Chairman and Secretaries
need to inform the Association Deputy Secretary of details of branch events and these will
be collated and distributed. A full diary of events will be included in the next issue of The
Journal.

		

Action Point: Association Branch Secretaries are to progress this.

20.

Cpl William Cotter VC Memorial Event 6th March
a. 	The event, which has been organised by Sandgate Parish Council, will take place at St
Paul’s Church Sandgate at 2pm followed by a March past and unveiling of the Paving Stone
at the War Memorial. Followed by Refreshments at the SAGA Pavilion. Parking for the
event is in the Saga Staff Car Park. Dress as usual parades.
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21.

Reinterment of RWK Soldier from WW1

		

22.

a. 	This will take place on Tuesday 5th April 2016 all those attending will have received their
pick up points and timings which will be strictly adhered to in order to arrive at the Eurostar
on time so that we can get to Hooge Crater for Lunch before proceeding to the New Irish
Farm Cemetery.

Any other Business

		

a. 	The question was raised concerning the possibilty of the erection of a statue to the Buffs on
the Western  Front. The President confirmed that this was still under review.

		

b	The Buffs (Warrior) Chapel in Canterbury Cathedral will be open later this year. It will need
extensive cleaning and the cost of this will be covered by a bequest to the Cathedral in the
Will of the later Allan Willett.

		

c.	Turning the page. Branches were asked to consider hosting this one of these events as part
of a branch day out.

		

d.

A suggestion was made that the association a Grand Reunion Weekend before we close.

e.

Colchester Branch asked what happened to all the Officers and Sgt’s Mess Property of the  
two former regiments in particular the Silver drums presented by Ashford BC. Explanation
was given on how some items were sold at auctions firstly to serving members and then
to general public, however, a large amount was sent to the National Army Museum. The
President said he would enquire as to the current location of the Ashford Drums.

		

23.

f. 	Regimental Cricket Tent: The arrangements for this year’s Cricket Week were set for 3rd to
7th of August 2016, Ladies day being 4th August. Branch Members will be welcome to use
the tent on 6th & 7th August

Date and Venue of next Meeting

		

a. 	Members were advised that the next Annual General meeting would take place on Saturday
25th February 2017. Commencing at 3.pm

There being no other business to discuss the meeting was closed at 4.50 pm.
APPROVED as a correct record of proceedings
This the 25th day of February 2017.

(Signed) ………………………………………………………….. Chair

SPRING 2016
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NEWS FROM THE BRANCHES
RAMSGATE BRANCH
SECRETARY: M. F. Milham. 185 Bradstow Way Broadstairs, Kent. CT10 1AX
Tel: 01843 867786. Email: malcolm.milham@sky.com
MEETING PLACE: The Racing Greyhound Pub, Hereson Rd, Ramsgate
MEETINGS: First Wednesday of the Month. 1900 hrs. for 1930 hrs.

B

y the time you read these notes we will be in the new year yet again, so from the Ramsgate Branch
our sincere wishes for a Happy New Year to all members of the Association. If you are one of those
who get the Journal but are not a member of a Branch, live in the Thanet area and have nothing else to do
on a Wednesday evening, why not come and have a chat on our branch night.
Two members who we had not seen for many a year, made contact with us earlier this year, Tom Johnson
and Ray May are now regular attendees at Branch meetings, Vic McCoy sits and has a chat with Bryan
Hazard, our Welfare Officer, whenever Bryan visits him in his care home and that is now quite often after
Ernie Ralph discovered Vic when Ernie was visiting his own wife. Most meetings we seem to get about
22 members and holding steady, although over the past three years we have lost nine members to Father
Time, this would indicate we have had about the same number start attending.
Bryan Hazard has been a busy fellow over the past year, especially with the long term sick and others
who have found themselves in hospital. Amongst these has been Harry King, he went into hospital for a
knee operation, caught the dreaded bug and had to remain there for an extended period, since then he
has suffered a couple of strokes but still appears regularly at our meetings. Graham Thomas continues
to attend regularly, although he has had a spell of nine days in hospital. Our Chairman, John Phillips has
had a rough period, including slight strokes and a very dodgy blood pressure, although at this moment he
assures us that the Quacks have got him sorted out. Torben Hilligsoe is still on the sick list with no good
news to offer and I am now getting the waiters to carry my tray to the table for me.
A change to our team has had to take place, ‘Peanut’ Perry has had to give up as Treasurer, so Harry King
stepped back in, but he has now suffered another small stroke. A couple of volunteers came forward and
as of earlier this week Keith Matthews has stepped in to be Harry’s Apprentice. His first job frightened him
because I wanted a cheque for over £900 to pay for items at our recent dinner. Talking of fright, you could
see the panic in many eyes when both John Phillips and I informed the meeting we would be standing
down next April at our branch AGM, John has since had better news on the health front and has decided
to carry on if re-elected, in my case my decision stands. The whole branch thanked Harry for once again
offering to help out. Our Social Secretary, Kevin has had a tough time, running events with Alan Buddles
help, whilst at the same time having to do extra duties on the Continent as a Border Control Officer.
The highlight of the year of course was the unveiling of the Buffs Statue, which will be well covered
elsewhere in this journal, I would imagine. Enough to say we were well represented on the day and Torben,
being a Dane, was in the line up to meet the Queen of Denmark.

At left: Queen Margrethe talking with a fellow Dane, Torben Hillsgoe.
Right: Members of the branch with Barry Crocker at the reception.
- 9 -
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Our Standard has been very active once again,
with Alan Buddle attending almost all of the major
events including both reunions and the Tower of
London parade. Remembrance Sunday saw a
good turnout at Ramsgate with wreaths being laid
in all three Thanet towns, Ramsgate, Margate and
Broadstairs, thus keeping the Buffs in the public
eye wherever possible.

All will be sadly missed, we will remember them
RIP.

I

have said this over the last few years now, but
it is true that the London Buffs continues to
go from strength to strength and this is due to
the efforts of everyone who ever supports the
branch, especially by its members. It is very much
appreciated.

On the Social side we had a very good Social
Evening with the Ladies Guild in June, we normally
play them at darts, but as they seem to win every
time we changed it to BINGO, that’s not totally
true, the reason for the change is the fact there
is no Dart Board at the Greyhound. The President
Col Bishop graced us with his presence and
took part in all events. One event that seemed to
stump everybody, was to identify a location in the
world from a photo taken there. How can you not
recognise New York? At our next social another
photo will appear, much nearer to home and if
you have ever been on a Trooper, you will have
passed it. Our Annual Dinner was once again at
North Foreland Golf Club, a pleasant evening, but
the numbers are slowly going down, exactly the
same as many branch activities.

Now what have the London buffs been up to in
2015 well apart from sadly attending funerals the
London Buffs have enjoyed a few branch outing
and events as follows
13 members attended the visit to Downs House,
it was the home of Charles Darwin now National
Trust it was a very interesting visit despite the rain
and after enjoyed a meal at the local pub followed
by a drink or two.
6th May 2015 was also a very moving and
memorable day as the London Buffs had the
honour of Turning The Page in Canterbury
Cathedral where Bob Woods laid a wreath and
David Boxhall turned the page on behalf of fallen
comrades in Aden. All then enjoyed a dinner at
the Victoria hotel Canterbury a good day had by
all.

MFM

Also in May 2015 members attended the Major
General Review on Horse Guards Parade London
being the rehearsal to the Trooping the Colour as
always this was an amazing sight. British traditions
are something to be proud of, eh.

LONDON (BUFFS) BRANCH
SECRETARY: Mrs.. Betty Correa. 34 Homer
Road, Shirley, Croydon, Surrey CR0 7SB.
Tel No. 0208 655 3040.
Email jcorrea@talk 21.com

In June 6 branch members attended Founders day
at the Royal Hospital Chelsea another memorable
day.

MEETING PLACE: The Union Jack Club, Sandell
Street London -Opposite Waterloo Station

Also in June 2015 a few members attended the
Grand reunion with the PWRR and forebear
regiments in Stoke Park Guildford but those
who attended was not very impressed with the
organisation of this event and did an early exit.
(Shame)

MEETING: 3rd Saturday in the month at 2 pm.
Sadly we have inevitably lost a few branch
members due to the march of time

The Tower service held on Sunday 6th September
2015 in the chapel of St Peter ad Vincula was very
well attended and supported by branch members
and members from Ramsgate Canterbury
Sittingbourne and the Weald branches their
ever support to the London Buffs is very much
appreciated also the support from the Association
Committee is overwhelming.

Albert (Bill) Pinder former branch secretary
(1st Buffs)
Dennis Stringer (Branch member)
Ken Hyam (1st Buffs)
Rev Vernon Collins (Padre)

This was a very special occasion for the London
Buffs as the Hymn Board donated to the chapel
from the London Buffs was blessed by the Bishop

Mrs Doris Smith (widow of A J Smith 5th Buffs)
Mrs Vivian Dudman (widow of Brian Dudman)
SPRING 2016
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of the Armed Forces and the London Buffs thank
the sculpture, Mr. Peter Birkett, who designed the
Buffs Dragon, which takes pride of place at the
top of the hymn board.
This was a very memorable day for the London
Buffs, as the hymn board looks amazing. The
Reverend Roger Hall is very grateful for the
donation of the hymn board and it has taken pride
of place in the chapel for all to see and admire
indefinitely.

The London Buffs is looking forward to the
association trip to the Somme in May 2016 and
have branch outings in the pipeline for 2016 too,
in which the London Buffs welcome all branches
to join us.
As secretary to the London Buffs I would like to
thank the branch officers and members for always
giving their full support to me through out the year
it is VERY MUCH APPRECIATED.
Lastly on behalf of the London Buffs I would like
to take this opportunity to thank the members
of the Committee of Management for all the
hard work that you do. Your thoughtfulness and
support shown to the London Buffs is very much
appreciated.
Well folks till next time take care.
HAPPY NEW YEAR LETS HOPE 2016 IS GOOD
TO US ALL.
BC

THE WEALD OF KENT BRANCH

Left: At the reception Betty, trying to organise
a group photo. Subjects Dave Boxall and Bob
Woods, with Joe lurking in the background.

SECRETARY: Captain Micky Gwilliam, 6 Fownes
Street, Battersea, London SW11 2TJ

Friday 11th September 2015 another memorable
day with the unveiling of the Buffs statue by
Queen Margrethe 11 of Denmark in the Precincts
of Canterbury Cathedral which also looks
amazing too and proudly stand in the grounds of
the cathedral.
A very unique, historic and memorable day in the
Association calendar in 2015 and enjoyed by all in
attendance.
The London Buffs also enjoyed the Canterbury
and the Maidstone reunions, always well attended
and the weather has always been good which
completes the day.

Tel: 020 7801 0316/ 07786 782041 email: micky.
gwilliam@gmail.com
MEETING PLACE: Royal British Legion Club, 26
Priory Road, Tonbridge, Kent
MEETING: At 12 Noon on the second Wednesday
of every other month starting in January

Valete
Sadly, this year we have said a sad farewell to
Bruce Bishop, Ken Passey, Dennis Skinner and
Ray Bamblett.

Branch AGM 2016

T

The last social event for the London Buffs was
a visit to BBC Broadcasting House in London in
October 2015 great day full of fun some even got
involved in a short radio broadcast and reading of
the news.

he wheel of life trundles on, turns full circle,
and the Committee remains the same as
2015, the Secretary having neglected to emigrate.
In addition the Branch agreed that Turning the
Page at Canterbury Cathedral on the 3rd February
would be our first official outing in 2016.

The London buffs thank Eric Watkins, our oldest
branch member, and one of the original founder
members of the branch who laid a wreath at
the cenotaph in London, in memory of fallen
comrades, on Sunday 8th November 2015.

We also agreed an outing in July to Bovington
Tank Museum and, in case there was any doubt
as to our devotion to all matters aviation, to the
RNAS Museum at Yeovilton. We intend to offer
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Branches seats on this trip and will send out
details in due course.

startling statement was received suggested that
no-one else did either. Or that they did but were
sworn to eternal secrecy. A long coach journey
home was not the Secretary’s fault, but nobody
bothered to mention that he had secured the most
comfortable coach in Kent.

The Chairman was reported AWOL at the AGM,
his excuse being that he would be at Waterloo the battle site, not the station – where he would
be busy reminding the French just what was what.
The Secretary was well up for it.

On the 30th September the Branch visited the
RE Museum at Chatham which was arranged
by Chris Jupp. Those who made it enjoyed a
great day but sadly it was to be Ray Bamblett’s
swansong, literally. As the Chairman entered the
King George V PH (vide any reputable OS map)
he was regaled by Ray’s virtuosity on the Old
Joanna (the Secretary lives in London). He will be
missed, as are all our old companions who have
been sent ahead on the celestial recce.

The Committee remained as:
Chairman 			

Ham Whitty

Secretary			

Micky Gwilliam

Treasurer			

Geoff Graves

Welfare			

John Fowler

Committee Member		

Doug Adam

Standard Bearers		

Barry Crocker,

				

Brian Davison

The Chris Jupp Lecture Series

				

Hugh Hanson

The series continued when, in September, he
spoke to the Branch about The History of the 97th,
a Regiment which is sadly neglected. So moved
was the Chairman that he immediately ordered a
copy of the history of the 97th by Lt Col Chaplin.
He is now the expert should Chris Jupp be away
explaining to ITV ‘How The Queen’s Own won
The Great War before the Americans arrived’.

Colonel Richard Lea MBE DSO agreed to remain
as President, our present help in time of need

Branch visits
On the 5th and 6th of July the Branch made a
visit to The Shuttleworth Collection at Old Warden
Aerodrome and to Bletchley, site of Station X and
Churchill’s Golden Goose. The Chairman reported
that he had had a wonderful weekend away, and
made scurrilous remarks about the timekeeping
of some officers. No amount of explaining about
South Eastern Trains would prevent him getting
the digs in.

The next lecture will be at the March meeting when
he tackles ‘The Malaya Emergency’. This should
prove an interesting occasion when his facts run
up against ‘the facts’ of those who were there and
who may beg to differ. As ever, all Association
members and their friends are most welcome.
Just turn up at Tonbridge RBL at noon on March
9th.

At Shuttleworth the only sadness was that the
WW1 planes were grounded by the winds. Of
course in WW1 if you lost a plane and a pilot
you just indented for another one of each. Today,
Health and Safety won’t allow this. The flying
displays, including Spitfires and a Sea Hurricane
and any number of dodgy string bags were, for
him, extraordinary but eclipsed by the farewell
display by the Vulcan, which was thrown about
like a fighter. Just for that the visit was worthwhile.

Christmas Lunch 2015
The Branch Christmas Lunch was a great affair,
but sadly numbers were down. Our guests were
Karen and Peter Birkett and Pam Mills, who
runs Tonbridge insofar as ceremonial duties
are concerned. Those who did make it enjoyed
themselves, and once again the Tonbridge RBL
catering team produced a grand repast. We hope
that we may still be there at Christmas 2016.

The Chairman then had a beef about the hotel.
Or rather not a beef as it was off the menu and he
had to have a pizza instead.

Turning the Page
On Wednesday 3rd February Weald Branch
accepted an invitation to ‘Turn the Page’ in
Canterbury Cathedral.

The visit the following day to Bletchley Park was
an eye-opener. That the work was carried out
in inhospitable circumstances and under such
secrecy is a tribute to the boys and girls who
were there. The Secretary, who has the book and
has been there twice, still doesn’t know how the
Bombe works. The deathly silence with which this
SPRING 2016

On a crisp morning 20 members of the Branch
assembled inside the Cathedral, having blagged
their various ways in by muttering ‘Turning the
Page’. This subterfuge was quite unnecessary as
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Alf Hunt MM, veteran of 6th Bn Queen’s Own,
and Dave Bannister at the Book of Life.

Weald Branch members with supporters
from Canterbury, Ramsgate, Sandwich and
Sittingbourne

the staff on the gates were aware that this was a
special day, as it was for Weald Branch.

White, the other by Robin Eyers. Each group set
off in a different direction and only occasionally
did our paths cross which was as well as Weald
Branch is not renowned for sticking to the plan. I
am not convinced that all of John White’s group
actually ended up with him at the end, and we may
have acquired a couple of extras.

We met at the Books of Remembrance still, sadly,
not in the Warriors’ Chapel which will be finally
restored during 2016. Before the ceremony we
were given the history of the ceremony, and the
significance of the four books, the model of HMS
Canterbury and HMS Canterbury’s bell. That is,
the real bell from the real ship, not the model bell
from the model ship.
At 11 am, six bells was struck on HMS Kent’s
bell by a member of the clergy and the ceremony
began. Prayers were said and the page in The
Buffs Book of Remembrance was turned by Alf
Hunt MM and a wreath was laid by Dave Bannister.
This was followed by a period of silence and, it
seems to your scribe, that this is a particularly
poignant place to remember the fallen from all our
Regiments.
Having fallen out in a more or less military fashion
we split into two tour groups, one led by John

I would not be able to do justice to the tours,
and if I tried I would probably get it wrong, but
I can now confidently correct any number of film
makers about the events surrounding the murder
of Richard Burton. Or Thomas a Becket as he is
also known.
During the tour, we laid a wreath at the memorial
for the 50th Queen’s Own Sutlej Campaign,
a particularly voluptuous lady draped in filmy
gossamer. (Pause for a contemplative glass of
cold water).
The Branch reconvened at the Victoria Hotel for
their famed Carvery Lunch, and much joy ensued.
We all, Branch and staff, convinced ourselves that
we were all over 60, and that at least
half of us had the famous Diamond
Card.
In conclusion, we would like to thank
Canterbury Branch for their kind
invitation, and to Lt. Col John White,
Robin Eyers and the clergy and staff of
Canterbury Cathedral for their careful
shepherding of a group from the other
side of the county. We hope that this
won’t be the last time we are able to
take part in this thought-provoking
ceremony.
MG
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In the same month our members attended the
annual Tower of London parade and memorial
church service in the Chapel of St Peter ad VIncula
after which the coach took us Covent Garden for
an afternoon of entertainment- a great day out as
always.

SECRETARY: Mr. Robert Cook, 11 Richmond
Court, Richmond Street, Herne Bay CT6 5LL
Tel: 01227 363932
Email: joyce560@btinternet.com

Sadly in October our Branch home for so many
years, the Chaucer Club closed and we were
forced to seek a new venue for our meetings.
Fortunately the situation was quickly resolved and
we now meet in St. Stephens Hall Canterbury.

MEETING PLACE: St. Stephens Community
Centre. The Centre, Tenterden Dr, Canterbury
CT2 7BN

MEETING: Last Thursday of month at 20.00
hrs.

Remembrance Day in November saw many of
our branch members on parade and the special
Turning of The Page ceremony on Armistice Day
was also well attended and wreaths were laid at
the foot of the Books of Life.

F

ollowing the death of our much respected
colleague Henry Delo, I was approached and
offered the post of Branch Secretary. I need hardly
mention that following in the footsteps of a man
who had devoted 35 selfless years to Canterbury
Branch was a considerable challenge.

The last event in our calender for 2015 was
the Branch Carol Concert. Please note that
although this event is organised and sponsored
by Canterbury Branch it is open to all Association
members and would be really great to see more
attend from other branches.

So to the past year, or 8 months into my new
career. The annual Albuhera Dinner, held at
the Canterbury Golf Club, was most enjoyable
event. The caterers laid on an excellent dinner
with background music arranged by the Social
Secretary, Bernard Miles. After the dinner the
traditional Silent Toast to the Immortal Memory
was proposed by Major Peter White MM.

Looking ahead we see that another busy year
beckons, starting with a meeting of branch
Chairmen and Secretaries at HQ in Ramsgate. A
very useful day indeed, a great deal was discussed
and agreed, a most valuable meeting which I
understand will be held every year in January. We
have the AGM in February, the Cotter memorial
event in Sandgate on March 6th, the re interment
of the remains of the WW1 RWK soldier (recently
discovered) on April 5th, The Somme trip in late
may as well as the usual events and reunions.

The Canterbury reunion took place in August,
the band played and the weather was kind to us
yet again. A chance to meet members of other
branches and old comrades to chat, reminisce
makes this event a memorable one each year.
A special thanks must be paid to those branch
members who worked so hard to enure the day
went so smoothly. The raffle ticket sellers, Joyce
Cook and Marilyn Smith, to John Ferneyhough
who organised the prizes to all of those who
helped set up on the Friday and of course to our
Alan Marchant, Branch Treasurer and Association
Chair of East Kent who, as always, worked so
tirelessly.

We look forward to meeting you and in the
meantime have a great 2016.

RC

MAIDSTONE BRANCH
CHAIRMAN: Mr Arthur Healey MBE, 10 Target
Firs, Temple Ewell, Dover, Kent CT16 3AT – Tel:
01304 823408 -Email: arthur.tosca1@hotmail.
com

September 11th 2015 was indeed a memorable and
historic day in the life of our Association when Her
Majesty Queen Margrethe 11 of Denmark unveiled
the Buffs Statue in the precincts OF Canterbury
Cathedral. A splendid day, weather brilliant, and
indeed a great honour to have Her Majesty with
us. The statue is brilliant and a fitting tribute to a
famous regiment. All who attended had received
official invites which I am sure will be treasured,
during the event and in the reception afterwards
many old friendships were renewed.
SPRING 2016

SECRETARY: Mr Brian Arnold 168 Clarendon
Street Dover CT17 9RB.Tel: 01304 331264 Email:
arnold.brian@rocketmail.com
TREASURER: Mr Malcolm Jones, 91 Wallis
Avenue, Maidstone, Kent ME15 9HR – Tel: 01622
758136 – Email: maljo2000@live.co.uk
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MEETING PLACE: The Grange Moor Hotel, St
Michael’s Road, Maidstone’, Kent ME 16 8BS

Have a great year and we look forward to seeing
you at the Maidstone Reunion.

MEETINGS: FOR 2016:

AWH

Saturday April 9th 13.30hrs.

SITTINGBOURNE BRANCH.

Saturday June 11th 13.30hrs.

SECRETARY: Major Richard Cast, 55 Longridge
Sittingbourne Kent ME10 4LN

Saturday August 13th 13.30hrs.
Saturday October 8th 13.30hrs.
Saturday December 10th (Christmas lunch)

MEETING PLACE: The Ypres Tavern, West
Street, Sittingbourne.

H

MEETING: 1st Tuesday in the month at 1930
hours.

ello and welcome to all from Maidstone
branch. Our membership numbers are holding
up very well indeed and after a very successful
2015 we all hope that 2016 will be the same.
You will note that our meeting venue has changed
yet again. Due to the many steps that had to be
negotiated we took the decision to find a more
suitable venue with better access,car parking
and easy bus services. We had held our 2015
Christmas lunch at the Grange Hotel and that
seemed to tick all of the boxes. A reasonable prices
was negotiated and at our February meeting the
move to the new venue was proposed and carried
by a majority vote.
Our Valentine’s quiz proved a great and jovial
success thanks to Graham McDonough who has
the knack of making us laugh and arrange for
us to have a good time. Well done Graham and
many thanks. This was the first such event for our
branch and we plan to do more.
At the April meeting, Nigel Bristow, our
standard bearer, gave a very interesting talk
on the conception and motivation that led to
the construction of the Tertre Memorial built in
memory of the Queen’s Own men who fell on this
spot during the battle of Mons in 1914 and also
the men of the regiment who paid the supreme
sacrifice in World War 1.
At the June meeting Edna Crouch gave a DVD
presentation, called Narrow Escapes of World
War 11, Kohima-Burma in memory of her husband
Leslie. The DVD had been made by Clear Cut
Pictures in July 2011 and Leslie featured many
times during the film. For those who did not know
Leslie, not only did he survive Kohima he also
came through Dunkirk and El Alamein.
For this year we have a presentation in April by
Chris Jupp and another by Colonel Peter Bishop
on a date still to be decided.

M

embership this year has remained stable due
to those who have sadly passed on being
replaced by new members.
Our Darts captain for a number of years and long
serving members Mike Matson, a former Buff,
passed away this year and is a great loss to the
branch.
Having said last time that our Vice Chairman and
Social Secretary Paul Fleming, (or should I say
Councillor P Fleming UKIP) stepped down from
both roles but, I am pleased to report that, he
returned to both roles during the year.
The year for us starts with the Annual Darts
Evening of the Army via the Navy, this year the
Navy took home the trophy although we have
said we shall take it back in 2016. Following this
we again entered the Association Dart’s Match,
at which we were again able (2015) to celebrate
with our Darts Team now under the Captaincy
of Charlie Armstrong, winning the Competition
prior to our supper dance with the cup being
prominently on display during the evening. Due to
poor attendance at the Supper Dance It has been
decided not to hold this part of the day in 2016.
A large party travelled by coach to Ypres the
weather was excellent and we had a good time,
so while some spent an extra few hours in Ypres
enjoying the sunshine and tasting the local brew,
half the party went on to the local area. That
evening following an excellent meal at the Hotel
we attended the Menin Gate Ceremony with our
Standard and our President Colonel P Bishop
was given the honour of reciting the Exhortation
prior to laying our wreaths. The evening ending
with a good number of the party retiring in the
time honoured fashion to the local bars to try out
some more of the local brew. On the Sunday the
weather early on was raining however we met up
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SANDWICH BRANCH

with our Tour Guide who took us out and about to
number of the sights where it was no surprise that
wherever you went you found graves or names of
RWK and Buffs who died in the various battles
in those locations. Our homeward trip found us
with time on our hands at the Docks where the
local services consist on of a couple of machines
that only take euro coins. We were stuck here for
a number of hours due to striking French Ferry
workers taking over the French Ferry and blocking
the port, however, we all arrived back safely and
were pleased that we could get refreshment on
the Ferry when It arrived.

SECRETARY:
Mr. D. G. Hogben.
75 Burch Avenue, Sandwich, Kent CT13 0AN.
Tel: 01304 612920.

MEETING PLACE:
The White Mill, Ash Road : Sandwich : Kent : CT13
9JB.

MEETING:
2nd Wednesday of every month (except August) at
7.30 pm

We attended as a Coach party the Canterbury
Reunion at which we again really enjoyed
ourselves although the usual scramble for chairs
and tables didn’t take place because there were
plenty to go round. for which we were grateful.
The entertainment was good and a great day
culminating in the dedication of the restored
Buffs Memorial to the Bandsmen who were killed
during bombing at Howe Barracks in WW2. This
year only a few individual members attended the
Maidstone Reunion, although we hope to field a
bigger party this year.

BROMLEY BRANCH.
CHAIRMAN:
Mr. A. Wright. 21 The Underwood, Eltham, London
SE9 3EP.

MEETING PLACE:
Sundridge Park W. M. C., Burnt Ash Lane, Bromley.

MEETING:

Thanks again must go to Ramsgate Branch
who picked up some of our members to go to
the London Buffs Parade at the Tower, it was a
good parade and the later timed return journey
allowed us to see and do more after the parade
and service.

Last Monday in the month at 12.30 hrs.

This year we hope to take a party to the Trooping,
also a trip to Ypres however, this Is planned over
the weekend of 3-4th September so apologies to
London Buffs If are numbers are low this year.
Members are booked to attend the Association
Trip to the Somme this year.

MEETING PLACE:

COLCHESTER BRANCH
SECRETARY:

Clovely, Great Bentley, Colchester, Essex C17 8PD

MEETING:
3rd Tuesday in the month at 14.00 hrs.

RCC

RAMSGATE LADIES GUILD
Mrs Barbara Phillips (Chair), Mrs Pat Wass,
Mrs Sharon Dowling, Mrs Tina McBride,
Miss Amanda Wass, Mrs Joyce Shepperd,
Mrs Flo Perry, Mrs Rose Setterfield,
Mrs Hilda Moyes, Mrs Joan Miles,
Mrs Jenny Wakefield & Miss Shiela Blake.

SPRING 2016
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THE QUEEN’S OWN BUFFS(PWRR)
SERVICE OF REMEMBRANCE AND ANNUAL
REUNION,
CANTERBURY - SUNDAY 7th AUGUST 2016
The Regimental Association thanks the Dean and Chapter for allowing our Association to hold their
Remembrance Service in Canterbury Cathedral. We also thank the Commanding Officer of The 3rd
Battalion The Princess of Wales’s Royal Regiment for allowing us to hold our Reunion in Leros Barracks,
Leros TA Centre, Sturry Road, Canterbury, Kent, CT1 1HR.

The following are the arrangements for the day:
1.

 EFRESHMENT: Tea and light refreshments will be provided from 10.45 hrs until 11.45 		
R
hrs in the Parish Centre of St Martin and St Paul, Church Street, Canterbury,.

2.

MUSTER:

		

a.

	This will be in the grounds of Canterbury Cathedral, entrance will be via the Posterne
Gate (Car park entrance) at 12.30 hrs sharp. There will be no admittance prior to
12.20 hrs.

		

b.

 ranch Secretaries are asked to brief their membership not to muster outside of the
B
Weatherspoons Public House and the Posterne Gate entrance prior to 12.20pm.

		

c.

 hose members who are not marching are to enter the Cathedral via the West Gate
T
(main entrance) and are to be seated within the Cathedral by 12.45 hrs. This will be
ensured by stewards from the Canterbury Branch of the Association.

		

d. 	Please Note: There is no car parking in the Cathedral grounds whatsoever, this
also applies to Disabled Blue Badge Holders, this rule must be strictly 		
adhered to.

		

e.

Smoking is prohibited anywhere within the grounds of the Cathedral.

		

f.

PARKING. Details for car and coach parking are given in a later paragraph.

3.

PARADE DETAILS:
Parade Commander		

- 3 PWRR (TBC)

Parade Marshal		

- RSM 3 PWRR (TBC)

Assistant Parade Marshal

- Mr C. Smith

12.25 hrs				

- ‘Fall In’ to be sounded

12.34 hrs				

- Welcome by the President

12.36 hrs				
						

- Move Off – route – Posterne Gate, Burgate
Christchurch Gate, Cathedral
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4.

PARADE STATES:

		

a.

 or security purposes Parade states are a vital part of the preparation for the Event
F
as total numbers have be submitted to the police and the Cathedral Administrator by
the Regimental Association Secretary.

		

b.

 ranch Secretaries are requested to forward parade states no later than Friday 1st
B
July 2016 to:
Major(Retd) Peter R. White MM.
Secretary, Queen’s Own Buffs Regimental Association,
Marlowe Innovation Centre,
Marlowe Way, Ramsgate CT12 6FA

5.

BAND INSTRUCTION:

	The Band will countermarch at the Christchurch Gate, Butter Market and then march into the
cathedral at the rear of the parade. This should allow all on parade to hear the bass drum and
therefore maintain the step.
6.

COMPLIMENTS:
Compliments are to be paid as follows:

		

a.	Entry into the Cathedral. On the March to the Cathedral ‘Eyes Left’ to be given at the
War memorial in the Butter Market. Standards to be ‘Let Fly’.

		

b. 	The Cathedral Precinct. The Parade Commander is to halt the Parade and to give the
order to ‘March Off the Standard Bearers’. The Parade Commander will ‘fall out’ the
officers and the R.S.M. will then ‘fall out’ the Parade. (Once fallen out the Standard
Bearers are to report to Mr Colin Smith at the West Door of the Cathedral).

		

c.	Parade After the Service. In the precinct a marker will be positioned on either side of
the Saluting Base. The command ‘Eyes Right’ will be given at the first marker and the
‘Eyes Front’ at the second marker. Standards are to be ‘Let Fly’ between markers.

		

d.	The Parade will then March via the West Gate of the Cathedral up Burgate and halt at
the Posterne Gate, Burgate, where it will be dismissed. Individuals are to make their
own way to Leros Barracks for the Reunion.

7.

SERVICE OF REMEMBRANCE:

		

a. 	The Service will be conducted on similar lines to last year. Those attending the Service
but not marching are requested to be seated in the Cathedral by 12.45 hrs.

		

b.

		

c. 	Service sheets are to be distributed under the arrangements of Canterbury Branch.

8.

Ushers To report by 12.30 hrs to Mr Maurice Samson.

DRESS:

		

a.

Serving Officers on Parade – No. 2 Dress and medals– no swords.

		

b.

Retired Officers: Lounge suits, bowler hat, umbrella and medals.

		

c.

Remainder: Berets, Lounge suits or blazers and Regimental ties with medals.

SPRING 2016
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9.

STANDARD BEARERS:

		

10.

a.

 ll Standard bearers are to report to Mr. Colin Smith at the Cathedral West Door at
A
11.50 hrs for a full briefing on the Parade Protocol.

REUNION. - LEROS BARRACKS, CANTERBURY:

		

a.

The Invicta Band will play during the lunch period.

		

b.

There will be a raffle organised by the Canterbury Branch.

		

c.

Entertainment will be provided during the afternoon.

d.	The Reunion will end at approximately 16.30 hrs with a Beating Retreat and the playing of
the evening hymn by The Band of The Princess of Wales’s Royal Regiment.
11.

MEALS:

		

a.	Lunch will be available at £8.00 per person, and will be provided by the Catering Staff
of 3 PWRR.

		

b. 	This year the lunch will be a Carvery (choice of three roasts) with all the usual
trimmings. A vegetarian option will be available. Ice Cream will be provided as a
dessert. Lunch will be served between 14.00-15.00hrs for ticket holders.

		

c. 	Application for lunch tickets should be made using the Proforma enclosed to and sent
with the required remittance (along with a stamped addressed envelope) by no later
than 1st July 2016 to: Major(Retd) Peter R. White MM. Secretary,
Queen’s Own Buffs Regimental Association, Marlowe Innovation Centre,
Marlowe Way, Ramsgate CT12 6FA
Cheques/PO’s should be made payable to “PWRR Benevolent Fund (QOB1)”.

12.

d

Tickets applied for in bulk by Branches will be sent to Branch Secretaries for distribution.

e.

Please Note: No lunch tickets will be available for sale on the day.

BARS:

		

a.

Bars will be open from 14.00 hrs until 16.30 hrs approximately.

		

b. 	We are guests of the 3rd Battalion The Princess of Wales’s Royal Regiment and great
care is to be taken to ensure no damage is caused to the furnishings, carpets, etc.
There will be no smoking in any building whatsoever. Dress must be appropriate for
the day i.e. shirt collar and tie for entrance into the Officers’ Mess and Sergeants
Mess. Any persons deemed to be unsuitably dressed will be refused admission.

13.	SECURITY: A
 ll those attending the reunion at Leros Barracks must carry their Association
Membership card or some other form of identity. This will assist those responsible
for Barrack security. NO IDENTIFICATION – NO ENTRY. There will be no
admission into Leros Barracks between 11.45 hrs and 13.30 Hrs.
14.

CAR AND COACH PARKING:

		

a.	Cars. Branch Secretaries are requested to consolidate bids for their members who will
require a free car-parking pass for Longport Public Car Park. Consolidated requests
are to be sent to the Regimental Association Secretary,
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(Please note: A SAE is required).

		

(i) 	Longport: There are only 50 passes available, which have been kindly allocated free
by the Canterbury City Council. Passes, see paragraph above, are available on a
first come basis.

		

(ii) 	Leros Barracks: In order to offer a more convenient service, especially to those who
are disabled or have impaired mobility and also to alleviate the lack of free car parking
spaces at Longport, arrangements have been made for cars to be parked in Leros
Barracks from 09.30hrs.

		

(iii) 	There will be a regular minibus shuttle service between Leros Barracks, Parish Centre
of St Martin and St Paul, Church Street and the Cathedral starting from 10.00hrs.
There will be a return shuttle service to Leros from the Cathedral Precincts when the
parade has fallen out.

		

(iv)	Please note that the last minibus shuttle will leave Leros for the Cathedral at 11.45 hrs
after which time late comers will have to make their own arrangements to get to the
Cathedral.

		

(v) 	Should you wish to avail yourself of the Leros car parking facility then you MUST
indicate this on the Lunch Ticket/Car Parking application form whether you are
lunching or not. Tickets will then be sent to you which will need to be shown to the
minibus driver before boarding. No ticket no lift.

		

b.	Coaches. Kingsmead Coach Park. Similar to above please inform the Secretary
of Canterbury Branch of your requirements. Stickers to be displayed on the coach
windscreens will be sent to those requesting them.

		

c.

		

e. 	Leros Barracks. The Gate Sentries will direct members to the designated car park
Please ensure these instructions are followed.

15.

Closing date. Bids for the above are required by 1st July 2016.

CONCLUSION: All members are asked to support this very special Regimental Day.

High Quality Printing
at very competitive prices
Colour printing
Magazines
Graphic Design
●

Stonar, Sandwich, Kent CT13 9ND
Tel / Fax: Sandwich (01304) 613722

Leaflets

Perfect bound books

Office Stationery

Newsletters

THE PRESS ON THE LAKE

SPRING 2016

●

●

●

Brochures

all work carried out inhouse for a fast turnround
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THE QUEEN’S OWN BUFFS(PWRR)
SERVICE OF REMEMBRANCE
AND ANNUAL REUNION,
MAIDSTONE
SUNDAY 18TH SEPTEMBER 2016
1. General Outline:
a. 	The Cafe in the Maidstone Museum, Faith Street,Maidstone will be open from 08.30 hrs
to
10.00 hrs. Tea/Coffee and biscuits will be available to visitors and also toilet facilities.
b. 	The Parade is to form up in Brenchley Gardens for a wreath laying Ceremony at the 		
Cenotaph.
c. 	After the ceremony in Brenchley Gardens the parade will form up at the Faith Street end of
Week Street and march to the dismissal point in Jubilee Square. The parade will be led by
the Band of The Princess of Wales’s Royal Regiment. The Mayor accopanied by the
Association President will take the Salute at a point in Week Street.
d. 	After the dismissal Association members will make their way to All Saints Church for the
Service of Remembrance.
e. 	After the Service of Remembrance members are to make their way to Oakwood House
Hotel, Oakwood Park, Maidstone for the reunion lunch.
2. Timed programme:
		

08.30 hrs		

-

Tea, Coffee and biscuits will be available in Museum

		

09.15 hrs		

-

Last shuttle service leaves Oakwood House (See Parking below)

		

09.45 hrs		

-

The Band arrive.

		

10.15-10.35hrs

-

Fall in and Inspection at Brenchley Gardens.

		

10.40 hrs		

-

The Mayoral party and Chaplain arrive.

		

10.43 hrs		

-

Service at Cenotaph.

		

10.55 hrs		

-

Parade reforms for the march along Week Street(TBC)

		

11.00 hrs		

-

March past the Mayor accompanied by the President).

		

11.15 hrs

-

Parade falls out in Jubilee Square.

		

11.45 hrs		

-

Service commences in All Saints Church.

3. Parking:
a.

 arking will be available to ticket holders at Kent County Council offices in County Road free
P
of charge to all members of the Association in attendance. This has been kindly authorised
by Kent Facilities Management a division of Kent County Council, for which we are very
grateful. It is essential that you request a Parking Ticket when you apply for your Reunion
lunch ticket. Please note there are only 150 tickets available.
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b. 	Parking will also be available from 08.30hrs at Oakwood House Hotel to assist those
members who are disabled or have restricted mobility. A shuttle coach service will be
available to transport members from Oakwood House to Brenchley Gardens and from there
to All Saints Church and then return to Oakwood House. Those wishing to take advantage
of this service should apply to the Association Secretary for a parking ticket and ensure that
they are at Oakwood House no later than 09.15 as this is the time when the last shuttle will
leave.
4. Parade State:
a. 	For security purposes Parade States are a vital part of the preparation for the day. Branch
Secretaries are requested to forward a Parade State by Tuesday 19th July 2016 to:
Major(Retd) Peter R. White MM.
Secretary, Queen’s Own Buffs Regimental Association,
Marlowe Innovation Centre,
Marlowe Way, Ramsgate CT12 6FA
Tel: 01843 598615
5. The Reunion:
a. The Reunion will be held at Oakwood House Hotel, Oakwood Park, Maidstone.
6. Transport for Association members who are not driving:
a. 	A coach will be provided to transport those Association Members/Guests not travelling
by their own means from the Church to the Oakwood House Hotel. Please indicate 		
if you wish to avail yourselves of this service on your Reunion Application form.
7. Reunion Luncheon:
a. 	The Reunion Lunch will commence at 1pm, please note that entrance will be by ticket only
at a cost of £12 for Association members their wives, partners or carers and £20 for non
members. Tickets can be obtained from the Association Secretary.
		The closing date is Tuesday 19th July 2016. Lunch tickets will not be available
after this date or at the reunion. Branch Secretaries are requested to consolidate
requirements. A stamped addressed envelope with orders please. Cheques should be
made payable to: PWRR Benevolent Fund (QOB1).

PLEASE UNDERSTAND. No food whatsoever, other than that provided by the
hotel may be consumed within the hotel. All attending the Reunion must have a Reunion Ticket.
8. Reunion Programme:
1300 hrs			

-	3 Course Carvery Lunch– for those with tickets. Doors and Bars
will open at 1230 hrs. There will be no entry prior to this.

1330 - 1445 hrs

-

Concert by the Band of the Princess of Wales’s Royal Regiment

1500 hrs			

-

Entertainment.

1530 hrs

-

Speeches and Raffle

1630 hrs			

-

Bars Close		

1700 hrs 			

-

Reunion ends.

SPRING 2016
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A PERSONAL PROFILE OF
CORPORAL WILLIAM R. COTTER VC
AND THOSE OF THE FAMILY WHO SERVED THEIR KING & COUNTRY

W

illiam was born on
24th February 1882
at 38 Sidney Street,
Folkestone. Later the
family resided at 2
Barton
Cottages,
Wilberforce
Road,
Sandgate. After a
few years at sea he
enlisted joined The
Buffs (Special Reserve)
on 28th August 1901 and
transferred to the regular
Buffs 11th October 1901 at
Canterbury. In October 1902 he
was posted to Poona, India with 2nd Bn Buffs and
was promoted to Lance Corporal.
After two years or so in Aden the Battalion returned
to Dover and it was whilst here that William lost an
eye during a brawl, in which he was not directly
involved, at a public house. He was supplied with a
glass eye at ‘public expense’.
On 13th March 1914 he was discharged at Fermoy,
Ireland but immediately joined the ‘D’ Reserve.
Following the declaration of war on 4th August
1914 William re enlisted in The Buffs and with 1st
Bn became part of the British Expeditionary Force
(BEF). He was later medically evacuated to the
UK with Myopia and remained at home until 20th
October 1915 when he was drafted to 6th Bn. The
Buffs.

been shattered, and thus saving a trench from
being rushed by the enemy. Another regimental
hero to be remembered for all time. It was sad that
this glorious corporal died in hospital at Lillers, but
very gratifying to know that he lived long enough to
learn that his gallantry had been recognized by the
award of the VC.
The following official announcement was published
in the London Gazette on 31st March 1916.
‘No 6707 Lance Corporal (Acting Corporal) William
R. Cotter, East Kent Regt.. - For most conspicuous
bravery and devotion to duty. When his right leg
had been blown off at the knee and he had also
been wounded in both arms, he made his way
unaided for fifty yards to a crater, steadied the men
who were holding it, controlled their fire, issued
orders, and altered the dispositions of his men
to meet a fresh counter attack by the enemy. For
two hours he held his position, and only allowed
his wounds to be roughly dressed when the attack
had quietened down. He could not be moved back
for fourteen hours, and during all this time had a
cheery word for all who passed him. There is no
doubt that his magnificent courage helped greatly
to save a critical situation.
William lies at rest in Lillers Communal Cemetery,
France.
On 22nd April 1916 the ‘Folkestone Express’
carried a report stating that “A movement is on
foot to perpetuate the splendid gallantry of the

In November 1915 the battalion was involved
in fighting in and around the Hohenzollern
Redoubt and William distinguished himself on
several occasions and was recommended for the
Distinguished Conduct Medal (DCM).
By 12th February 1916 he had been appointed
‘Acting Corporal’ and just over a month later, on 6th
March 1916, the battalion was involved in an action
in the Hohenzollern Redoubt area in which William
was to win the VC.
The regimental historian R. S. H. Moody writes: Amongst the many individual acts of heroism
was that Corporal Cotter who, though himself
at that time severely and, later on in the same
engagement, fatally wounded directed a bombing
attack throwing bombs himself after both legs had
- 23 -
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The Buffs Regimental Museum in Howe Barracks.
He died on 14th September 1973 aged 85.

late Corporal W. Cotter VC”. Subscriptions were
raised and on 28th April 1917 the memorial was
inaugurated in Chichester Hall, Sandgate by
Colonel Weihe. A detachment of Buffs under Lt.
Col. H. W. Hirst of 4 officers and 27 NCO’s and
men (most of whom knew William) were present.
Also present was William’s father, Richard, who
had served with 24th of Foot (2nd Warwickshires)
in the Zulu Wars and other campaigns.

Bernard Alfred Cotter: He joined The Buffs
Special Reserve on 12th November 1907 and left
to join the Rifle Brigade on 7th February 1908 and
transferred to The Buffs on 12th March 1908. He
was with the 1st Battalion and went overseas with
them on 7th September 1914. He was mortally
wounded during the 1st Battle of Ypres and his
place of burial was lost. He is remembered on the
Ploegsteert Memorial in Belgium.

Members of William Cotter’s family who also
served in World War One and before.
Frederick Edward Cotter: After a short time on
the Special Reserve Frederick enlisted in The
Buffs served with 2nd Battalion The Buffs in
Harrismith, South Africa. He died of pneumonia on
27th November July 1905.

Alfred Richards (Uncle) 2nd Bn: Duke of
Wellington’s West Riding Regiment. He was
wounded at Wasmes on 24th August and captured.
He later died of his wounds at Jarplund POW Camp
on 21st March 1915.

Stephen James Cotter: Stephen joined the Royal
Navy on 3rd November 1902 as a Boy Seaman
serving on the Eclipse Class Cruisers Dido and
Juno. He died just a few months before the outbreak
of the Great War.

William Richards (Cousin): served with 2nd Bn.
The Suffolk Regiment. He was killed in action on
6th August 1916.

Maurice George Cotter: Maurice joined the 1st
Home Counties(Cinque Ports) Brigade of the Royal
Field Artillery (a Territorial Unit) in July 1908. He left
on 13th January 1913 and joined the Royal Navy
as a stoker. His first wartime sea draft was HMS
Lancaster when she was searching for German
commerce raiders on the outbreak of war. He then
served on the Monitor HMS Earl of Peterborough
when she bombarded Turkish positions during
the final stages of the Dardanelles Campaign. He
served until 1928 and died in 1973 aged 81.

Frederick George Smith (Cousin): He enlisted in
6th Battalion The Buffs was killed on 7th October
1916 at Gueudecourt on 13th October 1916.
Frederick Henry Holmes (Cousin): On the
outbreak of the Great War, Frederick enlisted the
Royal Navy and served as a Stoker 1st Class on
HMS Pathfinder.
On 5 September 1914 U-21, commanded by
Kapitänleutnant Otto Hersing, torpedoed and
sank the scout cruiser HMS Pathfinder, leader of
the Eighth Destroyer Flotilla, off St Abbs Head on
the south east coast of Scotland. Frederick went
down with the ship and is commemorated on the
Chatham Memorial.

Thomas Lawrence Cotter: He joined The Buffs
Special Reserve on 17th March 1906 and left
to join the Regular Buffs on 28th May 1906. He
served with the 2nd Battalion and went overseas
with them on 17th January 1915 as a member of
D Company. He was wounded in his forearm on
11th May 1915 and sent to No 2 Casualty Clearing
Station. He was at No 2 General Hospital three
days later and returned to the Battalion via No 28
Infantry Base Depot on 31st May 1915. He was
discharged to the reserve on 6th October 1919.

This was the first time that a submarine had sunk a
ship using a motor powered torpedo.
Henry (Harry) John Holmes (Cousin): Harry
enlisted in The Buffs and served in the 8th Battalion
after the Territorial Force renumbering in 1917. He
survived the war

Between the wars Thomas was on the maintenance
staff of Howe Barracks Canterbury. He later enlisted
during WW2 and served for further two years.
Many of our readers will remember Thomas as he
worked for many years as the part time custodian at
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(Editor’s note: I am grateful to both Mick Mills and
Eamonn Rooney for assisting in the preparation of
this article)
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THE UNVEILING OF THE BUFFS STATUE
BY HER MAJESTY QUEEN MARGRETHE 11 OF DENMARK
12th September 2015

I

n early Spring we were delighted to receive
confirmation that Queen Margrethe had agreed
to unveil the statue on 11th September and the in
depth planning started. The big fear of course was
that the weather would be unkind to us and, to be
on the safe side, a considerable number of large
umbrellas, in regimental colours of course, were
purchased. I am glad to say they were not needed
and the day dawned bright and clear.
The Queen arrived at the Deanery to be met by the
Dean, the Very Reverend Robert Willis DL and the
President of our Association, Colonel Peter Bishop
OBE DL. There the Queen was introduced to the
main guests including the Lord Lieutenant of Kent,
the Lord Mayor of Canterbury and members of the
Committee of Management of the Association.
By 11 am the parade was formed up and the guests
in place, all eagerly awaiting not only the arrival of
The Queen but to have sight of the statue for the
first time.
Prior to the Queen arriving at the unveiling the
parade of members of our association, commanded
by Colonel Peter Cook DL was formed up. The
three ranks of the parade were each inspected by
the Lord Lieutenant, the Lord Mayor and Brigadier
Dennis, Colonel of the Regiment respectively.
The Queen, escorted by The Dean, Colonel Bishop
and the Bishop of Dover, together with the official
party, arrived at the unveiling area and the National
Anthems of Denmark and Great Britain were played.
The Service of Dedication was conducted by the Dean after which the Queen unveiled the statue and for
the first time this stunning memorial was in the public eye.
Her Majesty then Turned a Page in one of The Buffs’ Books of Life, a ceremony that is held on every
weekday in the cathedral at 11am. During the last war many Danes served in the Buffs and the names
of those who paid the supreme sacrifice are also recorded in the book. The page turned by the Queen
revealed the name of Major Anders Lassen VC, MC & 2 Bars, a Dane, who served in the regiment and
later with the Special Boat Service.
After the unveiling ceremony members of the Association, led by the band of The Parachute Regiment,
marched past the Queen who took the salute.
It was without doubt a memorable and historic day for those who attended and all members of our
Association are immensely grateful to Her Majesty for being with us on that day; and to The Dean and the
Receiver General of The Cathedral for their wonderful support in ensuring that the statue now rests in the
precincts of the Cathedral that has played such an important part in our regimental history.
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Canterbury Reunion

O

nce again the weather was kind to us, I suppose one day we will get a soaking but until then!!! This year
saw a considerable increase in numbers attending the event with over 110 parading to march through
Canterbury with 9 standards, a record for recent years. Led by the Band of The Princess of Wales’s Royal
Regiment the parade, in two guards, was a most impressive sight,
The Cathedral service was, as ever, a moving and memorable time for reflection not only on the losses
during the World Wars and actions since but also with thoughts of our comrades and colleagues who have
passed on recently. The Dean of Canterbury, the Very Reverend Robert Willis who officiated at the service
gave the address which, as ever, was so appropriate.
There were even more participating in the parade and march past after the service with the salute being
taken by the Lord Mayor of Canterbury, Councillor Sally Waters.
The annual reunion in Leros Barracks enjoyed a record-breaking attendance with many new faces to be
seen especially from 2 Queen’s.Great to see you all and we hope you will be with us in 2016.
The Reunion concluded with the traditional Beating of Retreat during which the memorial to those soldiers
who were killed in the bombing raids on Canterbury during the last war, which had been moved to the
memorial gardens in Leros from Howe Barracks, was re-dedicated by the Regimental Association Chaplain,
the Reverend Keith Fazzani.
So ended another memorable reunion. Our thanks must go to all those who made it such a success: The
Dean of Canterbury for his kind permission to allow the association to hold the Service in the Cathedral,
the Band of The Princess of Wales’s Royal Regiment, the Commanding Officer of 3PWRR, Lt Col John
Baynham, the QM and his staff, the Invicta Band, Arthur James the entertainer, Canterbury Branch, and of
course all of those who attended. Many thanks indeed and we look forward to seeing you again in 2016
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Maidstone Reunion 2015

T

he reunion in 2015 followed the well tried and tested format. The weather was kind to us once again and
members gathered in warm sunshine at Brenchley Gardens for the time honoured Act of Remembrance
at the Cenotaph. The short service was conducted by the Regimental Association Chaplain, the Reverend
Keith Fazzani, and our members, sadly noticeably down in numbers, were supported by a very smart
contingent from the ACF.
Following the march past led by the Band of PWRR the parade was ‘Fallen Out” in Jubilee Square. Sadly
the service of Remembrance in All Saint’s Church which followed was not well supported by members
which was a great disappointment.
The Revd. Keith Fazzani officiated at the service and the address was given by the Revd. Canon Paul Kerr
County Padre to the Royal British Legion Kent County Chaplain.
The reunion that afternoon in Oakwood House Hotel once again showed a quite dramatic drop in numbers
attending. Nonetheless the atmosphere was great and all had a very enjoyable afternoon.
So ended another annual reunion. Our thanks must go to all those who made it such a success: The
Mayor and Borough Council of Maidstone, the Reverend Ian Parrish for his kind permission to allow the
association to hold the Service of Remembrance in All Saints, the Band of The Princess of Wales’s Royal
Regiment, Arthur James the entertainer, the Maidstone Reunion Committee, Captain Ham Whitty, George
Young, Derek Wallis, Jacky Allen, and of course those of you who attended. Many thanks indeed. We look
forward to seeing you again in 2016 when hopefully more ex Queen’s Own will be able to attend to boost
the dwindling numbers.
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CORPORAL WILLIAM COTTER VC
6th BATTALION THE BUFFS

COMMEMORATION EVENT
6th MARCH 2016

O

great many guests including the Lord Lieutenant
of Kent, Viscount De L’Isle MBE accompanied
by Viscountess De L’Isle, Colonel and Mrs Peter
Bishop OBE DL, Mrs Ross Mcarthy DL, members
of William Cotter’s family, L/Sgt. Johnson Beharry
VC, Colonel J Coote DSO OBE (Deputy Colonel
of the Regiment), the Mayor and Councillors of
the Municipality of Sandgatte Blériot- Plage, the
Commanding Officer and a contingent from 3rd
Battalion The Princess of Wales’s Royal Regiment,
our own Association members together with many
local dignitaries.

n 6th March 1916, 6th Battalion The Buffs
were in action at the Hohenzollern Redoubt.
During that action A/Corporal William Cotter was
to win the VC but sadly died of his injuries a few
days later and now lies at rest in Lillers Communal
Cemetery, France. (Please see the separate article
on Corporal Cotter)
To commemorate the life, valour and sacrifice of
Corporal Cotter a special memorial event took place
in Sandgate, Folkestone, William’s home town, on
March 6th 2016, 100 years to the day when he won
Great Britain’s highest award for Valour.
The event was organised and sponsored by
Sandgate Parish Council, led by Chairman Robert
Bliss, supported by several organisations including
Saga PLC who provided the reception which
concluded the event.

After the service a short march past took place
led by the Band of PWRR with the Lord Lieutenant
of Kent taking the salute. There followed a short
dedication ceremony at the Sandgate War Memorial
of a paver to the memory of William which was
unveiled by the Lord Lieutenant.

The day started at 2 p.m. with a Service of
Commemoration in St Paul’s Church, Sandgate
during which Alex Cotter, William’s great nephew,
read the lesson. The service was attended by a

The guests then adjourned to the Saga Pavilion to
enjoy an excellent reception generously provided
by Saga PLC.
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PHOTO GALLERY

Members of Canterbury Branch who were
responsible for the setting up for the Reunion,
Well done guys and many many thanks

Some faces from the Wuppertal days.
CSM Bob Sharman (Ex Chindit), Pop Histed, Sgt.
Adams , Ben Lyons, Peter Newman, Peter Floyd
and Sgt. Pat Speight
At left: The late and much respected
Reverend Vernon Collins OM, who
despite living in Australia came to
the UK every two or so years and
visited those branches of which he
remained a member until his death.

Now that really is an old
soldier!

At Left: John
Hopkins, Charlie Apps and Dave Law helping to launch a new beer
‘Dragon’s Tail’ at the Plough Inn, Stalisfield
on Saturday 6th June 2015.
Above The medicine itself, a great tasting beer.
SPRING 2016
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Above: Harold Elliott, who
celebrated his 101st birthday
on 13th February. Harold
joined The Buffs in 1940 later
serving with Rifle Brigade. As a
Normandy Veteran, Harold was
awarded the Legion d’Honneur
by the President of France on
13th April 2015.
A belated Happy Birthday
Harold from us all

At left: Captain
Micky Gwilliam with
‘In Pensioners’ Roy
Cadman and Ray Giles at the RHC just before Christmas
when visiting to dispense the usual Christmas gift from
the Association. Micky and The Editor later visited Peter
Matthews who was in the infirmary. Get well soon Peter

Above: Bob Wood & Dave Boxall
of London Buffs, pictured having
Turned the Page and laid a wreath
at the ceremony on 6th May 2015

Machine Gun Platoon 1 Buffs
-Wuppertal
The late, Lt. Col, then
Lieutenant Simon Boucher
carrying the Queen’s Colour,
marching on to join the
Guard of Honour.
The escorts were Sgt. Bob
Wells & Sgt Peter Fisk

Japanese 47mm Anti Tank Gun.
Captured by ‘C’ Company 4th Bn
Queen’s Own during the advance on
Rangoon. The gun is on display in the
Memorial Gardens in Leros Barracks
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The names of men of The Queen’s Regiment who died on
operations 1966 - 1992.
The above plaque is part of the Queen’s memorial in Leros
Barracks

I suppose that’s one way to light a BBQ.
Sammy Supple and Georgie Toms ‘at
play’

The late Sid Pullman Turning the
Page on 80th Anniversary of the
Paste up, Pack up and move back to 100! Or words to that effect!!!
Ceremony on 14th June 2006

Captain Hamlyn Whitty Turning the Page on 10th August 2015 on behalf of Chuck McGregor,
The Queen’s Own Rifles of Canada who sadly could not attend as arranged. Captain Whitty was
supported by members of Canterbury Branch
SPRING 2016
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LATHAM MEMORIAL PLAQUE

L

ieutenant Matthew Latham 3rd Regt. of Foot (The Buffs) saving the King’s Colour at the battle of
Albuhera-16th May 1811.

The memorial to Lieutenant Latham situated in the graveyard of the church in Blingel, Nr. Hesdin, Pas de
Calais, is in dire need of replacement. It is the intention of the Committee of Management to address this
requirement as one of the regimental memorial projects in 2017 and either replace the memorial or to install
a memorial plaque on the wall of the church.
It is the intention to raise the necessary funds from the members of the Regimental Association as we have
done in the recent past for both the Queen’s Own and Buffs’ statues. Consequently you will find enclosed
a donation form and, now matter how small your donation, we would greatly appreciate you gift aiding that
donation.
All donations will be acknowledged and recorded and for those who donate in excess of £85 the Committee
of Management will provide you with one of the two framed bas-relief framed plaques, shown below, in
appreciation of your generosity and to provide you with a lasting memorial of one the bravest actions in our
regiment’s history.

The white porcelain or bronze cold-cast finish, bas-relief sculpture will be mounted within a gold frame, on
a buff or pale blue background.
The images shown here are of the early concept, and the finished sculpture will capture all the details and
movement of the original.
The complete framed sculpture measures approximately 42cm tall by 32cm wide.
To donate please complete the enclosed Donation Form and if eligible please gift aid.
It is expected that they will be available by August 7th, Canterbury Reunion but this will be confirmed closer
to the time.
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TURNING THE PAGE
REMEMBRANCE DAY 11th NOVEMBER 2015
On Remembrance Day a special Turning of the Page Ceremony was held. The Dean of Canterbury
officiated at a short service and Mrs Anne Willett read the exhortation. The page was turned by ‘Sammy’
Supple and wreaths were laid by Col Bishop, the Editor, Colin Smith, Major Marchant, Maurice Samson,
Brian Reynard and Maj John Refern ex PWRR. Later a short Act of Remembrance was held at the Buffs
Memorial Statue in the Precincts and wreaths were laid by Lt Col Cecil West and Mr John Ferneyhough.

WEALD BRANCH 3rd FEBRUARY 2016
On 3rd February Weald Branch sponsored the Turning of the Page Ceremony for the first time. The page
was turned by Alf Hunt MM., a WWII veteran of 6th Battalion, Queen’s Own and a wreath was laid on
behalf of the branch by Dave Bannister.
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THE VICTORIA CROSS For Valour
by

Major (Retd) John Barrell OBE TD

T

he Crimean War (1854 – 1856) was the first war to be reported by distinguished
correspondents such as William Russell of The Times, and for the first time
members of the public could read at first hand the events of a live campaign.
Russell and his colleagues reported on the courage and bravery of the British
Army at the battle of the Alma; the siege of Sevastopol; the battles of Balaclava and
Inkerman as well as the charge of the Light Brigade. However, they also reported
on some of the less savoury aspects of the campaign such as the disgraceful
shortage of clothing and equipment; cholera and typhoid (which killed over 20,000
troops compared with 3,400 killed in action); and the appalling medical services
which prompted Florence Nightingale to set up the military hospital at Scutari.
For the first time the British public became properly aware of campaign life and
clamour grew for the proper recognition of the feats of individual bravery people
were reading about.

Florence Nightingale

Not that bravery had been previously ignored, but it was qualified. For example,
senior officers would receive the Order of the Bath whilst junior officers and senior
NCOs became eligible for promotion in the field. Mentions in Dispatches were
also available, although these tended to be awarded to staff officers. Then there
was the occasional private arrangement of which the best example is the gold
medal awarded to Lt Latham of The Buffs for his exploits at Albuhera.
Nonetheless there was no award available to recognise the bravery of all ranks.
The Distinguished Conduct Medal, introduced in 1854 for NCOs and private
soldiers, did not satisfy the growing demand for a medal for all ranks to properly
reflect individual acts of gallantry on the front line. The French had the Legion
d’Honneur and the Medaille Militaire whilst the Russians and Austrians had similar
awards. High time, people thought, for the British to follow suit.

Matthew Latham

The pace quickened when in 1854 a former naval officer, Captain Thomas Scobell, now an MP, placed
before the House a motion that “An Order of Merit should be awarded to persons serving in the army or
navy for distinguished and personal bravery and to which every individual from the highest to the lowest
may be admissible”. The following year the Secretary of State for War suggested the same thing to Prince
Albert who, naturally, mentioned it to Queen Victoria. She became interested in the idea. The first proposal
put forward was The Military Order of Victoria but Albert crossed this through and suggested instead the
award be known simply as the Victoria Cross.
By this time Queen Victoria was becoming personally involved as ideas and suggestions unfolded and
from initial drawings she selected a medal closely modelled on an existing Peninsula War campaign
medal, The Army Gold Cross. But the Queen made one significant amendment; on the grounds that it is
not necessarily brave men who do great deeds she struck out the motto “For the Brave” and replaced it
with “For Valour”.
With the design agreed the first proof medal, in copper, was prepared by Hancock of Bruton Street in
London but the Queen found this not to her taste at all. “It looks very well in form, but the metal is ugly”,
she said. “Bronze would be better – and more dignified”. With this in mind someone had the idea that a
bronze cannon, captured during the Crimean War, could provide an appropriate source of the metal. An
engineer was dispatched to Woolwich Barracks where two eighteen pounders were placed at his disposal
and they provided the metal for the next attempt. Nobody placed much importance to the fact that the
guns were of antique design and that they were inscribed with strange markings. Only years later did it
emerge that the guns had been found nowhere near the Crimea; they were antique and almost certainly
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had never been fired; and, finally, they were not Russian but Chinese! But an immediate drawback was
that Chinese bronze proved so hard the traditional die-stamp method of producing medals resulted in poor
reproduction. It was instead decided to cast the bronze to give a higher relief. This proved successful and
by early 1856 the medal was ready.
Whilst work was taking place on producing the medal the Royal Warrant, to determine the criteria for
gaining the award, was also being prepared. It was to include the phrase “…the Cross shall only be
awarded for the most conspicuous bravery….in the presence of the enemy”. The awards were to be made
retrospectively to include the Crimean campaign and recipients were also to receive a pension of £10
pa (£1400 at today’s value). Boards of Adjudication were then established to scrutinize the citations and
determine who was to receive the first Victoria Crosses. Some COs saw this as an opportunity to bring
distinction to their regiments and put dozens of names forward. The 77th (East Middlesex) Regiment put
forward 38 candidates, notwithstanding that it had just been disbanded, (they received one!) whilst six
regiments which fought in Crimea offered none at all.
Everything was now in place and the first presentation was arranged for 26 June 1857 in Hyde Park. A
total of 111 personnel were to be awarded the VC for exploits in Crimea but things did not go smoothly.
The London Gazette listed the names only three days prior to presentation, leaving Hancock’s with little
time for the engraving. Furthermore, some of the recipients had been discharged on return to England
and, when they could be found, were brought up from the shires in civilian clothes. Nonetheless a total
of 62, including serving personnel, were quickly rounded up and 100,000 spectators gathered for the
presentation in front of a parade of 9,000 troops.
Queen Victoria arrived on horseback. She immediately indicated she would not be dismounting and
proceeded to present the 62 VCs in ten minutes (which works out at ten seconds per medal!). Soldiers
saluted and received the cross with a crimson ribbon; sailors removed their caps and received a cross with
a blue ribbon. (Only in 1918 was the ribbon changed to the standard crimson for all). Despite the hasty
arrangements the parade passed off well and the Queen was back in Buckingham Palace by noon. Later
she wrote in her diary, “It was indeed a most proud, gratifying day” as the Victoria Cross became woven
into the fabric of the realm.
But the drums of war were beating once more, this time in India with the Sepoy Mutiny. Russell and his
fellow correspondents travelled to report on events such as the siege of Delhi, and the relief of Lucknow,
to a now expectant British public. The mutiny tested the British military to the limit and order was finally
restored in 1858, but not before a further 182 VCs had been awarded.
Campaign followed campaign, from the Boer Wars through the First and Second World Wars and conflicts
post 1945 including Korea, Borneo, Iraq and Afghanistan and the awards continued to mount. The total
VCs awarded now stands at 1357.
Since 1857 the Royal Warrant has been amended from time to time although it remains largely as originally
drawn up. The more significant changes include: the inclusion of forces of the dependencies in 1867;
the eligibility of Indian, including Ghurka, forces from 1911; and the acceptance of posthumous awards in
1920 (of which the last to be so recognised was Cpl Budd, 3 Para, in Afghanistan in 2006). Originally the
act of bravery had to be observed by a senior officer. Now it can be verified by a group of at least three
contemporaries of a similar rank. From 1858 until 1881 the requirement for the act of bravery before the
enemy was suspended after which it reverted to the original. Nowadays the act of bravery with the enemy
absent is recognised by the award of the George Cross, of which S/Sgt Schmidt,
RLC, for his IED disposal efforts in Afghanistan, is a prime example. No woman
has been awarded the VC.
Some interesting statistics can be found within the 1357 awards. The most VCs
awarded in a single day was at the Relief of Lucknow with 24, whilst Rorke’s Drift
in 1879 saw the most awarded in a single action – 11. The regiments with the most
awards include the Royal Artillery with 51, the Royal Engineers with 41 and the
RAMC and Rifle Brigade each with 27. Three people have been awarded a VC and
Bar; Lt Col Martin-Leake, Capt Upham and Capt Chevasse.
S/Sgt Schmidt GC
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“Keeping it in the family” also features prominently, with the family Gough the most
prolific.
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Lto R:
Lt. Col. Martin Leake,
Captain Noel Chevasse,
Captain Charles Upham

The brothers Major Charles
and Lt Hugh Gough won
the VC during the Indian
Mutiny, whilst Major John
Gough, son of Charles,
gained a further VC for the family in
Somaliland in 1903. All three were
to become generals!
Three other pairs of brothers
have been similarly honoured: Lt
Col Roland and Lt Comd George
Bradford; Major Reginald and Capt
Euston Sartorious at Ashanti in
1874; and 2Lt Alexander (WW1)
and Lt Col Victor Turner (WW2).
Furthermore, in addition to the
Goughs, two additional fathers and son have been similarly decorated: the Lts Frederick Roberts, father
and son with identical names, who gained VCs in India and South Africa respectively; and Capt Walter
and Lt William Congreve.
The youngest winners were Apothecary Fitzgibbon (Taku Forts 1860) and Dmr Flinn (Cawnpore 1857).
Both were aged 15. The oldest winner was Lt Raynor, at 61 years and 10 months who, rather aptly, was
a member of the Bengal Veteran Establishment, whilst the first airman to gain the award was 2Lt RhodesMoorhouse, RFC, in 1915. Perhaps mention should also be made of William McBean. He held every rank
in the British Army from Pte to Maj Gen and won his VC at Lucknow in 1858 whilst commanding the 93rd
Regiment (Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders).
Then there remains the cases of the “near misses”, people who in the eyes of many merited the award but
whose citation was rejected. There are many but perhaps the most poignant is Bugler Keep of 3 Grenadier
Guards. At Inkerman, with shells continuously bursting and under constant small arms fire he fetched food
and tea to the trenches and helped carry the wounded to the rear – for two days without a break. He was
10 years old!
Today there is no doubt that the award of the Victoria Cross goes only to the bravest. Recent actions in
Iraq and Afghanistan have produced just three VCs.
Lance Corporal Joshua Leakey of 1 Para, Lance Corporal Johnson Beharry, 1 PWRR and Corporal Bryan
Budd, 3 Para.
It is arguably becoming more difficult to win which, as time moves on, makes it more significant. Whilst
much is changing in
our nation today, not all
of it for the best, one
thing remains constant
– the courage of British
servicemen, yesterday
and today, who have
contributed so much to
our country’s illustrious
history.
JB

L/Cpl Leakey VC

L/Cpl Beharry VC
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Corporal Budd VC
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A NEW HYMN BOARD FOR THE
CHAPEL OF ST PETER AD VINCULA

T

he sun shone brightly on the London Buffs as members and colleagues from Canterbury, Ramsgate,
Weald and Sittingbourne branches gathered at the East Gate to the Tower of London. It was the first
Sunday in September and once more the London Buffs were about to celebrate their annual service in the
Chapel Royal, followed by lunch in the nearby Tower Hotel.
After forming up, a short march through the courtyard of the Tower took the parade to the Chapel of St
Peter ad Vincula for inspection by the association president, Colonel Peter Bishop. The inspection over,
everyone filed into the Chapel for the annual ‘Buffs’ service taken by the Chaplain, Canon Roger Hall. It
was, as is customary in the Chapels Royal, celebrated in accordance with the King James Bible and the
old Book of Common Prayer – accompanied by the superb Chapel choir.
The service over, everyone made the short walk to the Tower Hotel for a splendid lunch, overlooking the
Thames and in the shadow of Tower Bridge. The day was, as always, memorable but this year – 2015 – it
was slightly different and rather special.
Months before, during a conversation with Roger, it emerged the Chapel authorities were looking for a
new hymn board to complete the refurnishing recently undertaken in the Chapel. The branch chairman,
Frank Hills, agreed with me this was something the London Buffs could present as a gesture of thanks
to the Chapel for hosting the branch over many years. At the next branch meeting there was unanimous
agreement to the proposal and individual donations started to flow in immediately.
Luke Hughes Ltd, a specialist furniture company based in Drury Lane who carried out the Chapel
refurbishment, were approached. They agreed to design a hymn board to complement their previous work
and the project rapidly got under way. Peter Birkett, the talented sculptor who designed the Queen’s Own
statue in Maidstone and The Buffs statue in Canterbury Cathedral, readily agreed to design a bronze cast
Buffs Dragon to sit proudly at the top of the
hymn board.
Everything was ready for September. During
the service the hymn board was formally
presented to Roger and immediately
dedicated by the Right Reverend Bishop
Nigel Stock, Bishop to the Forces. The
board was then placed in position to great
acclaim from all present. Bishop Nigel then
gave the address and we were delighted
and honoured that he should consent to be
present on a proud day for all old Buffs. To
add to the occasion Bishop Nigel, Canon
Roger and his deputy the Reverend Cortland
Fransella, together with their ladies, also
joined us for lunch which made for a fitting
end to a very memorable day.
Anyone visiting the Tower should make
sure they visit the Chapel Royal, where the
‘Punniar Colours’ of The Buffs have been
joined by a very regimental hymn board for
future generations to admire.
John Barrell
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THE KAISER’S PETS
by Mick Mills

I

of March. It was signed by Thomas Legh, 2nd
Baron Newton, the Assistant Under Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs. The reply diplomatically
requested an explanation of the nature of the
scheme which the King had in mind. This was
probably an attempt to buy time while the opinion
of the War office was sought. Newton added that
the British Government was very grateful for the
interest taken in the officers of The Buffs.

n April 1929 George Meakin, a Buffs officer who
had served on the staff of the 67th Division and
12th Corps during the Great War, wrote a letter
to the Dragon. He said that he’d been fishing
with Colonel Hartigan who was a prisoner of war
during the conflict. Hartigan told him that after
the armistice he was at an evacuation camp in
Holland. One day the King of Denmark came to
inspect the camp and asked Hartigan if any Buffs
were there. He replied that there were and that
they were known as ‘The Kaiser’s Pets’. When
the King asked why this was so, Hartigan said
that the Buffs always received special treatment
in Germany. The King told Hartigan that he had
personally written a letter to the Kaiser asking
him to look after the Buffs and that the Kaiser had
agreed. The King then asked to see the Buffs in
the camp. There was a subaltern and twenty other
ranks and they were paraded before him. The
King asked them for a Buffs badge that had been
worn throughout the war. The only badge amongst
them was one that the officer had on his cap and
it was duly handed over to the King.

On 13th April the Danish envoy replied stating that
the King of Denmark had instructed the Danish
Minister in Berlin to “try to obtain all possible
alleviations of the hardships incidental to the
prison life of officers and others belonging to His
Majesty’s East Kent Regiment”. Only officers were
mentioned in the original letter but now it appeared
that their intention was to help all ranks. The envoy
noted that he was following the lines adopted by
the King of Spain in relation to the regiments of
which he was Honorary Colonel.
Maurice de Bunsen who had been the ambassador
in Vienna until war broke out replied to the envoy
on 14th April. He thanked the King of Denmark for
his desire to assist Buffs prisoners in Germany and
assured the envoy that the Army Council had been
instructed to furnish the list of officers and men in
question. A copy of this letter was sent to the Army
Council with a request for the list and stating that
Newton considered it desirable on political grounds
to meet the wishes of the King of Denmark.

This episode originated on 9th March 1917 when
the Foreign Office received a letter addressed
to Arthur Balfour (Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs) from Henrik de Grevenkop-Castenkiold,
the Danish envoy in London. Marked as ‘urgent’
the letter stated that the envoy was passing on
the desire of his King to ameliorate the conditions
of the prisoners of war who were officers of the
Buffs. A degree of urgency was requested for
the details of these officers and their places of
detention. The King of Denmark was Christian X,
grandfather of the current Queen Margrethe II. He
was the Colonel-in-Chief of the Regiment.

The secretary of the Army Council replied on the
17th April saying that his department was preparing
the list but he did not agree with Newton. He felt
that officers and men should not be selected for
better treatment than their brother prisoners simply
because their Colonel is the King of Denmark.
He added that the men themselves would not like
being singled out for special treatment.

A reply was formulated the following day. The
Prisoner of War Department under Robert
Vansittart, were of the opinion that the War Office
was very likely to turn the scheme down. It came
to the conclusion that it would do no harm in
asking the War Office
whether there were any
officers of The Buffs
who were prisoners of
war in Germany. The
draft of the reply to
the Danish envoy was
heavily amended as it
made its way through
the levels of approval
before being typed up
King Christian X
and sent on the 12th
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On 7th May the Army Council supplied the list but
stated that no special treatment had been given
to 16th Lancers of whom the King of Spain was
Colonel in Chief. They suggested that this be
brought to the attention of the Danish envoy and
whilst the Foreign Office should thank the King
of Denmark, they should tell him that they did
not consider special treatment desirable. As the
Foreign Office had told the envoy that the list would
be forthcoming, they were aware that the King of
Denmark would be offended if they backed out of
it now. In regard to the Army Council’s denial that
the King of Spain had not helped the 16th Lancers,
the Foreign Office disagreed and decided not
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to put this to the envoy. “In any case” Vansittart
noted “it is only a suggestion of the Army Council
and we are not obliged to comply with it”
On 10th May Maurice de Bunsen forwarded the
list of 20 officers and 483 men to the Danish envoy
and waited to see what would happen.
On November 3rd Henrik de GrevenkopCastenkiold wrote to Balfour again requesting further
information in assisting the King’s endeavours to
obtain better treatment for prisoners. He wanted
to know whether “certain classes of NCOs might,
as applicants for commission, be considered for
transfer to officer camps or to special camps where
they might receive the treatment usually extended
to officers”. This was possibly a gentle hint from the
envoy that if they were to imply that certain NCOs
had applied for commissions they would be able
to move them into camps for officers. The request
was sent to the Army Council and they simply
replied “No”. They were also not pleased that their
comments made on 7th May which disputed the
envoy’s statement on the King of Spain’s help to
the 16th Lancers were not taken up with him. The
Foreign Office had done their homework however
and told the Secretary of the Army Council that the
King of Spain had taken a great interest in Captain
Belleville of that regiment.
Aware of the Army Council’s displeasure the
Foreign Office replied to the envoy that there were
no such categories of men. Perhaps the Foreign
Office was beginning to agree with the Army
Council because a margin note says that further
special treatment should not be extended to The
Buffs as “they are Belfield’s old regiment, if I am not
mistaken”. Whoever wrote it was mistaken because
Lieutenant General Sir Herbert Belfield, Director
of Prisoners of War, was commissioned into the
Royal Munster Fusiliers in 1876 and never served
in the Buffs. He was awarded the Africa Medal for
service as a Major in the 4th Ashanti War of 1895
with the 1st Munsters. During the Boer War he was
a Colonel on the staff of 1st Division.
The Danish envoy wrote to Balfour on 18th March
1918 furnishing a list of 14 officers that due to the
King’s negotiations had been billeted together at
Fürstenberg and 3 others who had been transferred
to Switzerland. They also forwarded a note from
Axel Ramm of the Danish Red Cross who stated
that he would visit Fürstenberg to mediate with the
Germans for their personal requests for comforts.
In the following month the Army Council gave
their approval to a letter from the Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs to the King of Denmark
conveying the British Government’s appreciation
of his efforts to ease the lives of Buffs prisoners.

It has to be assumed from Hartigan’s comments
in 1929 that the help given by the Danish was
more widespread than that given to the 21 officers
identified in March 1918. Perhaps this was via the
Danish Red Cross. A list produced by Messrs Cox
and Co of British officers taken prisoner between
1914 and 1918 shows that the majority of those
officers transferred to Fürstenberg were interned
in neutral Holland in March and April 1918. The
roll of Buffs other ranks prisoners of war lists 61
men transferred to Holland in 1918 and a further
5 to Switzerland.
It is not known why the King of Denmark was in
a position to negotiate with the Germans but his
sister-in-law had married the Kaiser’s son and
heir in 1905. Trade arrangements and Denmark’s
control of access to the Baltic Sea could also have
been factors. Whatever the reason, as Colonel-inChief of The Buffs, King Christian X of Denmark
used his influence to help the regiment in the only
way he could by making the lives of its prisoners
of war more bearable.
Photograph below is from the Dragon in January
1938. King Christian X of Denmark is seated in
the centre of the front row. Major G.R. Howe
is seated in the front row, third from the right.
Commissioned in 1912, he was captured at Berlin
Wood on 3rd May 1915 as a Lieutenant in the
2nd Battalion and was one of those who ended

up being interned in Holland
as a result of King Christian’s
intervention. He retired in 1946
as Lieutenant Colonel and the
barracks which have recently
closed were named after him.
MM
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Battle of the Somme: 1 July - 13 November 1916
By Reverend Keith Fazzani

Battle of the Somme

two months saw bloody stalemate everywhere
along the line, with the Allies gaining little ground.

T

he Battle of the Somme which was intended to
be a decisive breakthrough,became a byword
for futile and indiscriminate slaughter, with General
Haig’s tactics remaining controversial even today.

On 15 September Haig renewed the offensive with
the Battle of Flers Courcelette, using tanks for the
first time with some limited success. Torrential
rains in October turned the battlegrounds into a
muddy quagmire and in mid-November the battle
ended with a few final “slogging” actions. In the end
the Allies had advanced only 8km (five miles). The
British suffered around 420,000 casualties, the
French 195,000 and the Germans around 650,000.
In the sense of relieving the French at Verdun the
British can claim some measure of success, and
this together with a wearing down of the Germans
can, some historians claim today, show that The
Somme was in fact the “beginning of the end of the
German Army”.

The British planned to attack on a 24km (15 mile)
front between Serre, north of the Ancre, and
Curlu, north of the Somme. Five French divisions
would attack a 13km (eight mile) front south of the
Somme, between Curlu and Peronne. To ensure
a rapid advance Allied artillery pounded German
lines for a week before the attack, firing 1.6 million
shells. British commanders were so confident they
ordered their troops to walk slowly towards the
German lines. Once these lines had been seized,
cavalry units would pour through to pursue the
fleeing Germans.

Four battalions of The Buffs and 6 battalions of
the RWK took part in the Battle of the Somme,
sometimes fighting alongside each other. All
experiences on the Somme were different and
dependant on numerous unpredictable factors.
What each action had in common was a casualty
list that was at the time viewed as heavy and by
today’s standards unbelievable.

However, unconcealed preparations for the
assault and the week-long bombardment gave
the Germans clear warning. Happy to remain on
French soil, German trenches were heavily fortified
and, furthermore, many of the British shells failed
to explode. When the bombardment began, the
Germans simply moved underground and waited.
Around 7.30am on 1 July, whistles blew to signal
the start of the attack. When the shelling ceased
the Germans left their bunkers, and set up their
defensive positions.

A note on the term casualty: it means someone
either being killed,seriously wounded or missing.
The figures in the war diaries from which the
following casualty figures are generally derived
would mean those men not present at Roll Call.
Wherever possible I have included numbers killed
separately where these are available.

As the 11 British divisions walked towards the
German lines, the machine guns started and the
slaughter began. Although a few units in the north
managed to reach German trenches, they could
not exploit their gains and were either destroyed
or driven back. By the end of the day, the British
had suffered 60,000 casualties, of whom 20,000
were dead. Sixty per cent of all officers involved
on the first day were killed. The French advance
was considerably more successful as were the
British along side them in the Southern sector of
the attack. Here the French had more successful
artillery support and the German lines were weaker.
However even here the attacking troops were soon
forced to a halt and were unable to advance further.

The following is a brief summary of the involvement
of the battalions of The Queen’s Own and The Buffs
in the Battle of the Somme. It is not comprehensive
but includes many of the significant actions of these
Regiments. In between these actions the battalions
would have been involved in a variety of greater and
lesser roles, each one adding to the learning curve
of the British Army and of course the casualties
of war. History is not an exact science and each
written account of an action adds its own “gloss”
to reality. As far as possible sources close to the
actions have been used including battalion and
divisional war diaries and Regimental Histories.
The content is designed to give a glimpse of those
awful 4 ½ months when losses of 100’s and even
1000’s a day were common. It also pays homage
to the thousands of men who gave their lives not
forgetting those further 1000’s which the war was
to leave damaged in body and mind.

With the ‘decisive breakthrough’ now a decisive
failure, Haig accepted that advances would be more
limited and concentrated on the southern sector
where the British line joined the French and where
there had been some success on the first day. The
British took further German positions on 14 July,
but once more could not follow through. The next
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GONE BEFORE US
NE’ER TO BE FORGOTTEN
IN THE HAVEN OF PEACE
Epitaph on the grave of G/9057 Private William Stephen Rowing
“A” Company, 7th Battalion
The Queen’s Own (Royal West Kent Regiment)
Died 27th September 1916, aged 19
Buried in Connaught Cemetery – Thiepval

1st Battalion Queen’s Own –13th Brigade - 5th Division
The battalion arrived at Meaulte near Albert on 17th July, the battle had by that point been raging for nearly
three weeks. They moved to trenches between Bazentin-le-Grand and Longueval on the 19th which brought
them close to the front line to the south of High Wood and south east of Delville wood.
Moving to forward trenches at High Wood on 20th July they waited, until they were tasked with an attack
on Wood Lane: Wood Lane lay 400 yards ahead of their position and on the other side of a slight slope.
Thanks to an effective supporting barrage two companies “A” “B”,were able to reach their objective almost
unharmed, but as soon as they reached the crest they were met with heavy rifle and machine gun fire from
High Wood. Casualties were heavy. They managed to enter the trench in two places but as the 14th Royal
Warwks on their left had failed to get forward they were unsupported.
Meanwhile a platoon of “C”company had been detailed to guard the left flank and to capture a strong point,
but this platoon was almost wiped out by heavy machine gun fire. The scattered parties of “A” “B” however
continued to hold out, despite all officers having become casualties. There was much heavy fighting and
considerable bravery was shown by the remaining NCO’s and men. Eventually however it was necessary to
withdraw the men who were now in indefensible positions. The losses were high, the action that day resulting
in 421 casualties.
Upon withdrawal they bivouacked in Pommiers Redoubt west of Montauban, but their rest was brief, on
29th July they moved to Longueval where they were in the middle of the fighting for Delville Wood. On
30th July they once again went into action in support of 2nd Battalion Kings Own Scottish Borderers who
were occupying part of Delville Wood. Longueval was itself in ruins and the battalion had great difficulty in
establishing their position. The battalion did not actually take part in the attack which was undertaken by the
KOSB’s, they “merely” held a support position. However, the Germans strafed the position heavily and there
was a deluge of 8 inch and 5.9 inch shells. The KOSB’s succeeded in the attack and cleared the orchards
north east of Longueval. The “mere” holding of the support position cost the 1st Battalion dearly, resulting
in 60 casualties.
The battalion was relieved on 4th August and left the Somme area. The losses in this time and in two brief
actions, lasting hardly twenty-four hours in total, were extremely heavy the casualties for the period being
in the region of 600.
On 25th August the battalion returned once again to the Somme, moving to a position near Falfemont Farm
and were involved in preparing assembly trenches 400 yards in front of the British line. On 3rd September
the attack on Falfemont Farm began with 1st battalion in support. The attacks by the KOSB’s and Royal
Warwks both failed. The orders for the 1st Battalion to advance in support were rescinded but not before
“D” company had come under heavy fire losing its officers. Next day a renewed attack took the farm and the
battalion was ordered to exploit the attack between Wedge Wood and the farm. “C” “D” companies pushed
forward and dug in about 200 yards short of Leuze Wood. Next day 5th September, the wood was taken with
the battalion remaining in support.
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The battalion remained on the Somme until 26th September engaged mainly in trench digging in preparation
for the successful attacks on Morval, Lesbouefs and Combles on 25th September. During these attacks
the battalion remained in reserve, providing stretcher and carrying parties. The battalion was, by the end
of the month, withdrawn to Abbeville and its stint on the Somme ended. The last period of action had once
again been at a very high cost with a further 250 casualties being incurred. In reality the battalion had lost
in the their time on the Somme numbers above its fighting strength, amongst whom were many of the most
experienced officers and men.

1st Battalion Buffs – 16th Brigade – 6th Division
15th September marked the beginning of the Battle of Flers Courcelette. It was the first time that Tanks were
used in battle, Tanks were a new invention whose existence had been kept top secret. These early tanks
were slow, untested and most of all unreliable. However, they were put into battle on the assumption that they
would be a game changer, as they in time proved to be. The 1st Buffs however were to be amongst those on
this first day for whom this novel weapon was to prove a hindrance rather than a benefit.
The 1st Buffs were amongst those tasked with taking the Quadrilateral a German strongpoint on the road
between Ginchy and Morval opposite Bouleaux Wood.
Three tanks were to go into action, two quickly broke down and the third was quickly put out of action when
its periscope was destroyed. The pre-battle planning had allowed for a gap in the British artillery barrage
to allow the tanks to operate in a “safe” corridor. When the tanks were put out of action this order was not
rescinded and the corridor remained, despite the absence of the tanks. It was through this gap that the 8th
Bedfordshire’s and Buffs were to attack, on the assumption that they would receive some protection from
what, proved on the day, to be non-existent tanks.
There was heavy machine gun fire from the Quadrilateral which the attacking troops, including 1st Buffs,
were unable to withstand. The Buffs suffered more casualties than any other unit in the Brigade. Upon
withdrawing there were about 40 men remaining.
Many of the missing men remained in the open shell holes, at 12:30pm the following message was received
from 2nd Lieutenant Hills:
“Am in a series of holes about two hundred yards from the German line. German line was apparently untouched
till midday bombardment. We got to present position and were unable to proceed owing to machine guns.
No sign of Bedford’s ahead, Baly killed, Kesby and Miller wounded. Have about twelve men with me and
can’t get in touch with anybody. Our shells fell first right beyond German line, second just short, third very
short. People in valley on left have just retired on account of shell fire. Machine Guns are not touched, as all
opened on firing line. We have fire from left and right and just of central sweeping us occasionally”.
During the night the remaining Buffs were withdrawn to a trench running South East of Guillemont. The
Buffs were too “knocked about” to take any further part in the action. The Buffs’ casualties were 280. The
Quadrilateral was eventually taken in a gallant action by the King’s Shropshire Light Infantry on the morning
of the 18th, the Germans withdrawing to Morval Hill.
Even though they had suffered such high casualties the Buffs were back in action a few days later on 21st
September. They once again moved into the front line occupying a sector of about 250 yards situated about
one and half miles to the West of the Quadrilateral. It was planned that a further advance would be made
two days later on the 23rd, this was postponed owing to the dreadful weather conditions. However, there was
to be no rest for the Buffs and a patrol into no-man’s land was mounted on the night of the 24th/25th to cut
the wire in front of the position.
The postponed attack finally took place on 25th September. Using Trench Mortars, the Buffs quickly took out
two German strong points and captured several machine guns. At 12:15 pm they seized the first objective
and the second objective was taken by the King’s Shropshire Light Infantry and the Yorks & Lancs. By
3:10pm all objectives had been taken and the troops were busy digging in. The inevitable counter attack
commenced at 4:30pm with a bombardment from German artillery situated at Le Transloy but the Buffs even
took this as an opportunity to push out advanced posts. Other troops had by then secured Les Bouefs and
Morval.
The Brigadier summed up the successful actions of that day as follows:
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“A most successful day and casualties slight. Success due to fine artillery work, 1st Buffs excellent surprise
on strong posts and the parade like steady advance of 1st KSLI & 2nd Y&L”
When the Buffs were relieved on the following day they paraded at Meulte outside Albert The 1st Buffs were
reduced to 17 officers and 341 men and played no more part in the Somme fighting.

6th Battalion Queen’s Own – 37th Brigade - 12th (Eastern) Division
The heavy losses of 1st July meant that the 6th battalion which had been in reserve on 1st July was quickly
pressed into action and found itself in the front line trenches preparing to attack on 3rd July. It was tasked as
part of 37th Brigade to cut off two small salients in the German front line near Ovillers. The task was difficult,
the German wire remained uncut and between the salients in question lay 300 yards of wire and an even
larger belt of wire lying to the left of the particular salient with which the battalion was tasked. The Royal
Fusiliers were to provide covering fire and a smoke barrage had been arranged.
“A” company was on the right and “B” company on the left. The orders were to capture the German trench
and to subsequently bomb down the length. “A” was to connect with the 6th Queens and “C” to occupy a
German communication trench. “B” “D” were to pass through “A” “C” and assault the German 2nd line lying
about 300 yards further on. The East Surreys were then to pass through and capture the 3rd German line
which lay north of the village of Ovillers.
At 3:15 am “A” “C” went forward and despite heavy machine gun fire were able to enter the German front
line trench. Then as ordered they proceeded to bomb along the trench. However,“C” company went too far
and took heavy casualties. Despite this, between them “A” “C”companies were able to secure 250 yards of
trench and were able to give heavy fire support to the follow on attack of “B” “D”. These two companies went
forward but lost heavily to machine gun fire, these losses proved so heavy that despite a gallant effort they
were unable to take their objective.
The few men remaining men fought hard to hold the trench that they had captured, but they were cut off
from reinforcements and fresh supplies, particularly bombs, by heavy enfilade fire. By 7am the situation had
become critical and these few remaining men were dislodged and forced to retire to their original position.
Here they hung on, despite heavy enemy shell fire from Pozieres. When darkness fell they withdrew to
Bouzincourt. 617 men and officers went into action that day of whom 395 were casualties. The battalion was
withdrawn from the Somme but were to return later in the month.
The still depleted battalion was upon its return to find itself back in the same area, now slightly forward in
trenches between Ovillers and Pozieres on 26th July. On the 27th it relieved the 7th Worcesters. It was
engaged in local small scale actions until on August 4th it relieved the 6th Buffs in Ration Trench. The next
day it captured a strong point on the left of its position. Their position in the trench was tenuous at best and
the battalion came under heavy shell fire but held the position holding off one bombing attack and eventually
capturing two machine guns.
After a short rest the battalion returned to the front on 10th August and were charged on 12th August with
taking two strong points “20” and “81”. The attack was able to make little headway and was repulsed by
German bombers. A small gain was however made by “D” company and the attack had provided a diversion
which allowed the 35th Division to capture nearly 1000 yards of their objective.
The following day the battalion was withdrawn to Arras.
In October the battalion found itself back on the Somme taking over reserve trenches west of Gueudecourt
eventually moving into support and on the 6th took over the front line with the 6th Buffs on its right. The
battalion came under heavy enemy bombardment coupled with an extremely well organised and powerful
machine gun defence. The heavy shelling meant that the battalion had suffered considerably before it went
over the top at 1:45 pm. But they went over and faced the machine gun and rifle fire onslaught which the
British bombardment failed to defeat. The battalion suffered further heavy losses they could only advance
about 150 yards before they were held up finding some small shelter behind a bank. The battalion could
neither advance nor retreat but had to hang on until darkness fell when they withdrew taking their wounded
with them. Out of the scant 500 that went into action 300 were casualties with companies comprising barely
50 men. The battalion was too shattered to take any further part in the Somme fighting as was withdrawn to
Wailly.
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6th Battalion Buffs – 37th Brigade - 12th (Eastern) Division
The 6th Battalion The Buffs were in the same Brigade/Divison as the 6th RWK.
They took part in the attack on Ovillers on 3rd July as described above. On this occasion two companies of
The Buffs were on the right of the attack supporting 6th Queens and two companies on the left supporting
6th Royal West Kent. On the day only “A”&“C” companies went over and a few of them managed to reach
the German trenches, otherwise their experiences were very similar to those of the RWK. Owing to the
conditions and the heavy losses incurred “B”&“D” did not go into action. Despite the fact that only two
companies went into action the casualties were extremely high, comprising 274 Officers and men.
On 3rd August the battalion was tasked with the initial attack on Ration Trench. “B” “D” companies were to
attack with “A” “C” in reserve. The attack was set for 11:15pm. At 9pm a heavy German barrage commenced
but some French .75 guns were turned on the battery and using gas they quickly subdued the barrage. “B”
company went over at 11:15 pm followed by “D” company passing through “B” and took part of the German
trench. “A” “C” were brought into action and succeeded in consolidating the gains. One officer of the Buffs
accompanied by an officer of the Sussex made a recce as far as Mouquet Farm, from which the enemy
attempted but failed to counter-attack. On 4th August the battalion was relieved by 6th RWK and moved to
Martinsart. During the action 118 officers and men became casualties.
On the 7th October the battalion took part in the Battle of Transloy Ridge. The battlefield this late in the year
had become a quagmire, artillery observation was hampered by the weather conditions. The division was
scheduled to advance from Gueudecourt and first taking Bayonet Trench was to advance a further 500 yards.
The scheduled attack was innovative utilising a 3 company front “A”-”C”, keeping only one company“D” in
support, each company to attack in four waves on a single platoon front. This was designed to give a narrow
but heavy “punch” each rifle was to be ready with 10 rounds per gun.
The battalion went over the top and headed for a bank in the middle of no mans land, “C” Company was
immediately pinned down but “A” “C” despite suffering heavy casualties were able to reach the first objective,
“B” company was unable to proceed beyond the bank. A small foothold was established at the first objective
but the change in the line was negligible. This tiny gain came at very high cost as the casualties were 395.
Colonel Cope the CO was killed whilst attempting to rally the troops in no mans land, the battalion doctor
Captain Wilfrid Pagen RAMC was killed trying to aid him. William Pagen is remembered on the Thiepval
Memorial.
This action marked the end of the battalion’s role on the Somme in 1916.

7th Battalion Queen’s Own – 55th Brigade - 18th (Eastern) Division
The 1st of July was to go down in history as the worst day the British Army suffered in history. Casualties
of 60,000 in one day of whom 20,000 were killed. However, the day wasn’t a total disaster the heavy losses
mainly occurred in the north of the line, the southern end achieving some notable success. The 7th Battalion
RWK found themselves near Carnoy in reserve in this southern part of the line, the battalion having been
allotted a frontage just south and west of Montauban. (The 7th Buffs were in support).
The attack was commenced by The Queen’s and East Surreys who met strong resistance and the 7th RWK
(& 7th Buffs) were put into the attack. At 11 am “A” “C” companies were sent to assist the East Surreys
capture Train Alley the farthest trench in the German front line system. They met strong resistance and they
lost nearly all their officers and failed to push forward. “C” company however had more success and were
able to establish themselves in Montauban Alley, “A” company joined them and between them they were
able to secure the trench. The village of Montauban was itself secured at 12 noon, an hour after the battalion
went into action. HQ was established at 2pm in the Pommiers Line which was consolidated by “D” company.
The Division had made good all its objectives for the day. On 2nd July the battalion took over the line west
of Montauban being relieved on the 4th. Casualties were 180 Officers and men.
The 13th July found the battalion back in the front line near Trones wood north east of Montauban. Trones
wood, like all the woods in the area, had proved to be a major obstacle. A major attack was planned for 14th
and unless Trones Wood was cleared by then,the proposed attack would be badly hampered. The battalion
(& 7th Buffs) had been charged with clearing a strong point in the southern part of the wood. Despite 3 hours’
bombardment the Germans put up a strong resistance and the battalion suffered heavily as they moved
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forward from Maltz Horn Farm. The state of the heavily shelled wood, riddled with shell holes and trenches,
meant that cohesion was quickly lost. “B” company however reached the Light Railway running through the
wood but discovered that the Germans had now moved round behind them. They had no choice but to dig
themselves and remain where they were, which they did, remaining all night.
No news had been received at Battalion HQ so the CO sent up the Adjutant to investigate he found about
150 men of “A”, “C”&“D”in disarray all mixed up, scattered and officer-less. He reorganised the defence
of the central portion of the wood. The fighting continued throughout the night with a series of German
counterattacks and in particular “B” company came under heavy fire in their exposed position. At 6am in the
morning the 12th Middlesex and 6th Northamptons attacked the wood and cleared it right to the northern
apex. The determination of the 7th Battalion in holding out through that long and hard fought night had
allowed the new troops to capture the wood. General Maxse, the Divisional Commander wrote of “the brave
men of the 7th RWK who through the night of 13th/14th maintained their position in isolated parties in the
wood”. Casualties during that period amounted to 250, the Regimental History states that these were “not
out of proportion to what had been achieved”.
We next encounter the 7th Battalion on 29th September near Thiepval. Since 1st July the Germans had held
out in this area which had been a primary objective on that date. Since then continued attempts had been
made to take a strongpoint known as The Schwaben Redoubt. On the morning of the 29th the 7th Battalion
found themselves manning a recently captured position on the South Western corner of the redoubt. It was
a difficult and dangerous place to be, there was little understanding of where or how strong the remaining
German positions in the redoubt were. The company had been heavily shelled as they moved into position
only one platoon was in position before they were attacked but they stubbornly fought off the counter-attack.
Other platoons struggled into position under a renewed German attack, the fighting soon became a hand to
hand. Finally, the Germans were beaten off but the fighting did not cease and continued bombing attacks
were made on the battalion. Throughout this period the battalion had pushed forward and by evening had
taken a point known as The Pope’s Nose (situated about 100 yards south east of where the Ulster Tower
stands today). The next day the 30th, the Germans mounted another strong counter attack, the battalion
held out until about 2pm when a detachment of Buffs came up and the attack on the redoubt was resumed.
The heavy fighting continued on 3rd and 4th but despite their best efforts parts of the redoubt remained in
German hands when on the evening of 5th the battalion now depleted and exhausted was relieved by 16th
Rifle Brigade. The total casualties during this week of heavy fighting were 300 officers and men.
The 7th Battalion were not yet finished with the fighting on the Somme and were once again involved on 18th
November when they were involved in the fighting for Desire Trench – full details of that battle are to be found
below under 7th Battalion Buffs.

7th Battalion Buffs – 55th Brigade - 18th (Eastern) Division
The 7th Battalion Buffs were like the 7th Battalion RWK above involved in the fighting for Montauban on 1st
July. Amongst the tasks of the battalion was that “B” company was to clear the Carnoy Craters, a German
strongpoint lying alongside the Carnoy–Montauban road and opposite Thalus Bois Wood. The strongpoint
at the Carnoy Craters took six hours of very heavy fighting to clear. The commander of the two platoons of
“B” company that took the craters, Lt Tatam received the MC for this action. Meanwhile platoons of “A”&“C”
company sent to assist the East Surreys reached the main objective first and held it until relieved. Meanwhile
part of “D” company was tasked with making good the final objective of 7th Queens. So on the day the Buffs
being used in a variety of tasks proved their worth. The roles they undertook involved very heavy fighting and
the subsequent losses reflect that, 205 casualties being the losses at the end of the day.
The 7th Battalion were involved in the fighting in Trones Wood on 13th July described above under 7th
RWK. The Buffs, less “B” Company were to remain in the front line in Maltz Horn Trench, “B” Company
meanwhile was lent to 7th Queens and with them were ordered to attack the wood. In this attack the losses
were very high. In the evening “D” company went forward and attacked a strong point in the wood. They
entered a tunnel leading to the objective but encountered the enemy in strength and were forced to withdraw.
They then attacked “over the top” but again they were beaten back by heavy rifle and machine gun fire.
Orders were received that the holding of Maltz Horn Trench, which formed the defensive flank, was of the
utmost importance and that no further sorties were to be made. Enemy attacks were continued against the
strongpoint in the early morning but at 9 am the enemy withdrew. Patrols were sent forward through the
trenches which led to Guillemont to which the enemy was withdrawing. No further resistance was met.
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Like the 7th RWK the Buffs battalion was at the end of September involved in the final fighting for the
Schwaben Redoubt. On the 27th September they were in dugouts at Crucifix Corner at the bottom of
Authuille Wood from where they moved north towards Thiepval. On 29th they received an SOS from the
northern edge of the Schwaben Redoubt and the Buffs were ordered to stand in readiness. It transpired that
the SOS had been made because a German counter-attack was occurring. “D” company was sent to occupy
the northern defences of the village of Thiepval and at 1:25 two platoons were sent forward in conjunction
with the East Surrey to attack and capture the Schwaben Redoubt. The Surreys going forward first suffered
heavy casualties and needed to be relieved so the rest of the 7th Buffs were ordered to the relief. It later
transpired that “D” company had also suffered heavily and had been almost entirely wiped out the moment
it went forward. On 1st October the remaining members of the battalion were in touch with 7th RWK and in
effect the two battalions held the whole line between the river Ancre and the northern and southern faces of
the redoubt. As described previously the heavy hand to hand fighting continued for several days – the Buffs
were ordered to hold their position and “nobly was that order obeyed”, despite the conditions of terrible thick
rancid mud, dead bodies everywhere and continuous heavy shelling. Finally, the battalion was relieved on
5th October. Casualties in this action 189 officers and men.

DESIRE TRENCH – condensed from a subsequent report by CO Major Mitford Brice
Orders were received on 17th November that the 55th Brigade would attack and capture a portion of
Desire Trench on 18th November. “A”&“B” companies were situated in forward trenches whilst “C”&“D” were
proceeding from Ovillers. All companies were in battle position in trenches by 5:30 am 18th November. On
their right was “D” company 7th RWK and on their left “D” company Queens. At 6:10 am a British shrapnel
barrage commenced and the attack moved forward in waves. At 6:12 a heavy barrage hit the advanced
battalion headquarters in Regina Trench, the intensity of this barrage was to increase and by 6:45 am was
described as “intense”. No information was received from the attacking parties despite runners having been
detailed before the attack. Therefore, two runners were sent forward from the Advanced HQ these were both
killed by snipers.
Nothing could be observed from Regina Trench as the ground over which the attack took place dropped
away and was increasingly obscured by mist. At 7:30 am a wounded man from the left attacking group came
in he stated that all was going well when he was hit they were close to the enemy trench, he could see it.
Two more runners were sent forward one was wounded and the other disappeared. Three further runners
were sent, one returned but had no information, the other two were never seen again. The OC RWK and
Major Mitford Brice were ordered to “clear up” the situation in front of the left company 7th RWK, 7th Buffs
and 7th Queens. An officer 2/Lt Howcroft volunteered and was now sent forward, he was shot as soon as he
left the trench. It appeared that it was impossible to get forward as it appeared that in the confusion of the
attack German snipers had occupied shell holes between the British front line and the German lines these
had escaped both the attacking troops and the barrage.
Eventually a report filtered back saying that the 7th Queens and 7th Buffs were actually in touch and were
consolidating. It was arranged that two platoons from 7th Queens and 7th Buffs were to be sent forward in
an attempt to clear the ground between Regina Trench and Desire Trench and gain touch with the assaulting
Companies. Similarly, a company of RWK was ordered to gradually work its way left along Desire Trench
from a point that had been captured earlier. At 4:15 pm as it was growing dark two platoons of “D” company
7th Buffs moved forward, several were shot by snipers. As they approached Desire trench they came under
heavy fire and were bombed. The commanders called out asking if any Buffs were in the trench, the only
response was hostile gunfire. They tried again and again to get information but were eventually forced to
retire to their starting point.
An officer’s patrol was sent forward in another attempt to get in touch this was forced back and having spent
much of the night in the open between the two front lines, finally managed to get back to Regina Trench.
Meanwhile orders were received that Desire Trench was to be taken on 19th November. “C”&“D” companies
7th Buffs were prepared to attack. Information was received that 7th RWK had achieved some success in
moving along Desire Trench so contact was made with them prior to the attack. It was therefore decided
that it would be best to continue by progress along the trench and this action resulted in “D” company taking
the original objective, Desire Trench. Patrols were sent along the length of the trench and no further enemy
were encountered.
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A careful examination was carried out of the ground over which the original attack had taken place and the
following was noted: The Germans had prior to the attack deepened and consolidated shell holes these
were sometimes attached to the main line by slit trenches. Some were supplied with bombs. In this area
many of the dead of “A” company were found. The enemy had obviously occupied these points after the
barrage had lifted and before the Buffs got there. Desire trench was found to have deep dug-outs capable of
accommodating 80 men. The shrapnel fire before the attack had not seemed “very formidable” and a number
of shells had fallen “very” short. Some wounded men were found in dug outs in Desire Trench. Apparently
the German’s had come out and recovered them, treated them well and left them for our troops to arrive.
Major Mitford Brice account contradicts reports that the enemy barrage had been “feeble” and “intermittent”
saying in the politest of terms that hadn’t been what he and his men had experienced. He also points out that
of all the runners sent out only one had returned, wounded. He also explained that the two platoons that went
forward at dusk had received 30% casualties. He points out that the morning of the attack was very dark and
that it had been carried out in heavy snow. Adding the comment that all reports from aircraft had been that
Desire Trench was not manned prior to the attack. He ends : “The men going over the top had been told to
expect little opposition and I know they were confident”.
Reading these comments one can only assume that there was criticism from on high that the attack had
been bungled and that these suggestions were rightly resented.
The following month December, the Buffs returned and cleared the area. They made a cemetery for their
comrades at Stump Road which lies at the end of Desire Trench. Now there are 250 burials in the cemetery.
Of these 31 are Buffs and 21 RWK.
Sadly, this action, fought in horrific conditions right at the end of the Somme battle has been overlooked.
Some would say it was a pointless action fought in appalling conditions by troops hurriedly assembled, simply
to straighten a line in an area soon to be abandoned by the Germans. It was 2 days out of hundreds of days
of the Battle of the Somme, yet it marks the great courage and determination of the two Kent Regiments. For
those interested in tactics it also marks a change on the part of the Germans, the reinforcing of shell holes
and coming forward, rather than waiting to be attacked, this was to be increasingly the method to be used
by all sides over the coming two years of the war.

8th Battalion Queen’s Own – 72nd Brigade – 24th Division
The 8th battalion were on the Somme for a very short but very costly period. They arrived in August and on
18th of that month took part in an attempt to take the village of Guillemont a task that had proved impossible
in several previous attempts. Their initial task was to consolidate a number of discontinuous shell holes into
a trench situated 40 yards from the enemy. They completed this task whilst under continual fire and were
able to mount a patrol of one platoon who successfully entered part of the village and established two posts
which made the continued process of continued digging a much safer one.
After a short rest they were back in the line on 30th August, this time they found destined to enter Delville
Wood. This manoeuvre proved extremely difficult. The weather on the night of 30th consisted of heavy rain
and their journey was under heavy shell fire all the way over muddy tracks and deep mud filled potholes.
The men were heavily burdened with ammunition, rations and equipment, every step was a nightmare. The
march was “only” of one mile and yet it took eleven hours to get into position! When they reached the wood
there was not a tree standing, the months of shelling had reduced it to stumps and a tangled mass of debris.
Unknown to them their entry into the wood was to coincide with the German’s last ditch attempt to recover
the ground between Guillemont and High Wood. Early in the morning the most terrific enemy bombardment
commenced and continued for five hours. Initially only “A”&“B” were in the front line but the casualties were
so heavy that two platoons of “D” had to move forward. The bombardment ceased and the German’s massed
for an infantry attack. On the right of the line “A” company stopped the enemy in about 50 yards of advance,
inflicting heavy losses. On the left the Germans had better cover and “B” company was hard pressed but
despite heavy losses it kept the Germans at bay. In the evening the Germans launched a further attack, once
again they were repelled but not before the German’s had taken the left flank, Orchard Trench. The next
day a British counter attack successfully dislodged the enemy. The battalion’s determination and steadiness
under heavy shelling and repeated German attacks had successfully prevented the Germans regaining a
position they dearly wished to regain.
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The battalion was withdrawn to Caterpillar Valley but there was little respite as the immediately came under
a gas attack which lasted for five hours. The following three days were spent in carrying and digging parties
during which they were under constant fire and this continued to inflict heavy losses. On September 5th they
were relieved and taken back to near Abbeville. During this brief period of engagement, the battalion had
suffered 300 casualties of whom 94 including 3 officers had been killed. Although the battalion had taken
part in no major actions the part it played in holding, exploiting, carrying and digging had been of “no small
merit and value”

8th Battalion Buffs – 17th Brigade –24th Division
The 8th Battalion moved on to the Somme in August, they found themselves initially on the 6th manning the
road between Carnoy and Montauban not far from where their colleagues in 7th Battalion had been on 1st
July. Although now in British hands they were subject to heavy shelling firstly from “friendly” fire when British
artillery firing short caused a number of casualties and then on 12th from heavy German shelling.
Before long, on 18th August the Battalion joined a major attack along a large section of the southern end of
the line. “A” company was to take a German strongpoint known as Machine Gun House lying in front south
of Delville Wood. They were then to convert it to a British strongpoint and then using bombers to bomb along
the line and make touch with the left flank of the Rifle Brigade on their right. “C” company with half of “B”
was to attack ZZ Trench which ran in front of Waterlot Farm and machine Gun House, in ZZ Trench a further
strongpoint was to be made.
At 2:45 the attack commenced and “C” with half of “B” rushed forward on reaching the enemy trench they
found the Germans unprepared, indeed one man was stark naked, the larger part of the garrison surrendered.
One machine gun held out but it was quickly captured and “turned”. With the assistance of two platoons of
Royal Fusiliers the area was consolidated. “A” company reached Machine Gun House and occupied it but a
nearby trench was strongly held by the enemy. The left hand bombing party met considerable resistance as
they bombed up the trench to where they should have linked up with “C”. Eventually they captured another
machine gun which was causing the problem. Machine Gun House and local trenches were then quickly
consolidated and communication trenches put into use. Throughout the action notable efficiency by runners
enabled communications to be maintained. Casualties were high and this was exacerbated by the fact that
the Medical Officer Capt. Rankin had been wounded in the face and his dressing station damaged by shell
fire. He continued to work for several hours until ordered by the CO to retire. Casualties amounted to 342 of
whom 40 were killed.
An interesting note in the 8th Battalion War Diary 21st August states “The ZZ Trench with the sanction of
higher authority has been renamed Buffs Trench”. Sadly it has been impossible to find any corroboration
of this name change. The fact that the trench remained in British hands and that on September 15th with
the battle of Flers Courcelette the line moved northward there was probably no reason for the name to be
changed on any maps. However, I think we can be pretty certain that the name change was a feather in the
caps of those who secured both Machine Gun House and ZZ Trench.

10th Battalion Queen’s Own (Kent County) – 123rd Brigade – 41st Division
The 10th Battalion came into action on the Somme on the night of 10th/11th September. On 15th September
at the opening of the battle of Flers- Courcelette the battalion was in reserve. At 1pm the battalion was
ordered forward and to take up position in Switch Trench to the north of High Wood, the advance took place
in the face of heavy shelling. As a result of the onslaught the two companies on the left swung away to the
flank, they lost touch and became mixed up with the New Zealand Division who were successful to the
north west of Flers. The rest of the battalion reached Switch Trench and busily consolidated and cleared up
their positions. They remained in occupation of these positions until 17th/18th when they were withdrawn to
Becordel and Dernacourt. The casualties for the period were light in comparison to the losses of others at
105 of whom 18 were killed.
The battalion was engaged in various minor actions during the forthcoming weeks. Between 28th September
and 1st October they took up positions in the vicinity of Euacourt l’Abbaye north of Martinpuich. They
suffered continuous shelling but the enemy did not counter attack their position. Despite the heavy shell
fire the battalion succeeded in pushing forward on the night of 29th/30th and constructed a fresh line 100
yards ahead of their position. After three days in the line and having suffered 50 casualties the battalion was
withdrawn to Pommiers Redoubt between Martinpuich and Mametz.
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11th Battalion Queen’s Own (Kent County) – 122nd Brigade – 41st Division
11th Battalion was in the same Division as 10th Battalion and also arrived on the Somme in September, they
were however to have a more challenging time. Unlike the 10th which was in reserve for the battle of Flers
Courcelette on 15th September the 11th was in the front of the battle. Starting from support trenches NE of
Delville Wood they moved forward in the rear of 15th Hampshire’s whose objective was the Switch Trench,
Flers Trench and the village of Flers itself. As the battalion moved forward they came under heavy shell
fire and suffered heavy casualties including many of their officers. The Hampshires rapidly moved through
Switch and on to Flers Trench, and the 11th catching them up, they moved forward together. The Germans
in Flers Trench either surrendered or made a rapid bolt for the village being fired on by the machine guns of
the British tanks now moving forward.
A pause in forward progress was made to allow the British barrage to lift from Flers. The 11th were still
disorganised and confused owing to the lack of officers to coordinate the advance. Despite this Flers was
cleared and some of the battalion actually pushed on beyond the village reaching trenches known as Box
and Cox. They were able to capture a large number of the enemy and organise an advanced line under
the leadership of CSM Judge. Unfortunately, in the confusion of the attack communication with Battalion
Headquarters had been lost, and little was known there as to what was happening. Eventually at 9:30pm
news arrived that the enemy was putting down a heavy barrage upon Flers and that men were coming back
from the village.
At this point the battalion commander Colonel Townshend took all the men from Battalion Headquarters
and went forward, they took up a position in Flers trench and rallied many of the stragglers. But they were
eventually forced back to Switch Trench where Colonel Townshend was mortally wounded. The whole party
had by then been reduced to around 25 in total and the Adjutant Capt. Jiminez took command, he led them
forward again and by mid-day they once again took post in Flers Trench. At 5pm orders were received to
withdraw SW of Delville Wood. Gradually further men drifted in, those who had spent the day in and around
Flers. It transpired that Flers had never been lost. There was a lot of confusion as to what really happened,
but what was certain was that a party of 11th Battalion, under the command of CSM Judge had held out in
the third objective until relieved by members of 124th Brigade during the afternoon.
Eventually the battalion was reassembled but various stragglers continued to arrive over an extended period.
The casualty list was eventually drawn up and it comprised total casualties for the action of 343 including
13 officers.
By the beginning of October, the battalion had had a chance to regroup under a new CO, a large draft joined
from the Royal Fusiliers and officers were despatched from the base. The reorganised battalion was shortly
to be asked once again to enter the fray. The 41st Division was, on 3rd& 4th October to relieve the New
Zealand Division who had carried out a successful attack near Eaucourt l’Abbaye capturing substantial parts
of Gird and Gird Support trenches. The 11th RWK found themselves on the left of the new frontage, the
objective of the Division was a ridge overlooking Ligny-Thilloy and La Barque but the battalion had in front
of it part of Gird Trench that had defied all assaults and which was a formidable obstacle to the advance.
As the battalion left their trenches at 1:45 pm on 7th October they were enfiladed by heavy machine gun
fire which took a heavy toll and the attack came to a halt 100 yards from the jump off point. The rest of the
Division had suffered similarly and all that could be done was to dig in where they were. This was no easy
matter and it was to be a strenuous night for the battalion who fortunately received assistance from a party
of East Surreys. Eventually after considerable exertion contact was established with troops on both flanks
and the majority of the wounded were got away. Casualties had once again been heavy, all four company
commanders having been hit, two of them killed. By the early hours of the 9th there were only 4 officers and
less than 100 men left (The battalion had taken 16 officers and 465 men into action) to defend the newly
established line. This remnant was relieved by 23rd Middlesex and returned to the Switch Line where they
were joined with any reinforcements that were left.
Afterthought:
Thus ends this very brief account of the Kent Regiments on the Somme. Throughout they had faced some of
the worst conditions that mechanised warfare and challenging weather conditions could throw at them. Their
losses, like all those of all those who took part, were horrific. It is impossible 100 years later to envisage what
those, mainly young, men had to face. So many were never to return to their homes in towns and villages all
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over Kent. Their names are inscribed on the hundreds of War Memorials situated throughout the County and
we remember them with gratitude tinged with a good deal of sadness for young lives destroyed and those left
mourning their loss, thousands of mourning parents, wives and girlfriends. It is hoped that this brief account
will help us to remember their bravery and their sacrifice.

HMT SS LANCASTRIA
17th June 1940

I

n the early morning of June 17th 1940, several thousand troops started
to embark on HMT SS Lancastria. Among them were 400 first line
reinforcements for 2nd, 4th and 5th Battalions The Buffs, from 2nd Infantry
Base Depot, Rouen, So swift had been the German advance through
France that it had not been possible to despatch them northward to join their
battalions and instead were to be evacuated to England.
The troops were taken by lighter from St. Nazaire to board the 16,000 ton
Cunarder, SS Lancastria which was laying 3 miles offshore. Her maximum
passenger capacity was 3,000 but at the time of her sinking over 9,000 were
on board.
At 4pm the Lancastria was attacked by enemy aircraft and a bomb crashed through the deck and exploded
deep inside the ship. Within twenty minutes the ship had overturned and over 4,500 men perished. Many
who managed to abandon ship died in the oil trying to swim away and many others were killed by machine
guns mercilessly turned on them by the German airmen as they clung to life rafts, or wreckage.
Only 28 Buffs were later traced as survivors of which some were killed later in the war.
At the time news of the disaster was suppressed by the British government because of the impact it might
have on the country’s morale.
‘Ultimate sacrifice’ Nearly six weeks later the New York Times broke the story, printing dramatic pictures of
the disaster.
In 2008, the Scottish government commissioned the commemorative HMS Lancastria medal as a lasting
reminder of their gratitude to those who made the ultimate sacrifice on that fateful day. Their memory is
honoured, their place in history is secured.
One of those who have received the commemorative medal is Mrs Maureen Evans of Broadstairs, whose
father was one of those who did not survive.
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LAST POST
MAJOR GENERAL MIKE REYNOLDS CB:

light, a rescue party appeared. On the way back
to their lines, they were mortared and dropped the
stretcher. Reynolds rolled down a steep slope,
which added substantially to his injuries, and
he spent a year in hospital before rejoining the
Queen’s.

Passed away on October 21 2015 aged 85.

I

n
late
1951,
Reynolds,
an
officer serving with
the Queen’s Royal
Regiment,
was
posted to Korea on
attachment to the
1st Bn The Royal
Norfolk
Regiment
(now
1
Royal
Anglian Regiment). They were deployed on a
hillside overlooking the Samichon river. When he
took command of his platoon, he was told that the
Chinese were about 1,000 yards away across flat
paddy and rice fields with no one in between.

Michael Frank Reynolds was born in Birmingham
on June 3 1930 and educated at Cranleigh. He
was called up for National Service in 1948 and,
after winning the Infantry Prize at Sandhurst, was
commissioned into the Queen’s Royal Regiment
(QRR).
He served as a platoon commander and
intelligence officer with 1 QRR in Germany before
seeing action in Korea. He then served at GHQ
Middle East Land Forces in Cyprus during the
EOKA and Suez emergencies before returning to
the regiment in Germany. He was the last adjutant
of 1 QRR before the amalgamation with The East
Surrey Regiment in 1959.

His two-man bunker was dug into the side of a
hill. It was dank and smelly. A blanket served as
a door, the bunks were made of logs and it was
lit by candles. Temperatures at night often fell to
minus 20 C. The Officers’ Mess was known as the
Pigsty. Rats fed on the waste in the refuse pits
and on the dead Chinese and North Koreans who
littered the battlefield.

In 1964, Reynolds returned to 1st Bn The Queen’s
Royal Surrey Regiment as a company commander
and he was then posted as an infantry exchange
officer to the Canadian National Defence
Headquarters in Ottawa. He became secondin-command of 1st Bn The Queen’s Regiment in
1969 and took the advance party to Londonderry
at the beginning of the troubles in Ulster.

Within his first week, he was ordered to take a
fighting patrol across the river and find out how
close the Chinese were. Nobody had done so
before. In the darkness, he missed the ford and
soon found himself up to his chest in freezing
water.

After a staff appointment at HQ AFCENT in
Holland, in 1971 he assumed command of 2nd Bn
The Queen’s Regiment in Germany. During his
command, the Battalion was twice sent to Northern
Ireland at only a few days’ notice. It was during the
second of these tours that he initiated the policy of
multiple patrolling, a tactic that became standard
practice and led to many lives being saved.

They had not advanced more than 50 yards
beyond the far bank, when Reynolds smelt garlic
and heard Chinese soldiers chattering. He had
accomplished his mission but on the way back
across the river they came under heavy fire from
an unseen enemy firing from the “home bank”.
One of his men was killed. After reporting to his
company commander, he hacked off a block of ice
encircling his lower chest and back.

A spell at HQ Northern Ireland led to promotion to
brigadier and command of the 12th Mechanised
Brigade in Germany. In 1976, he became a Deputy
Commander of the 2nd Armoured Division, a Task
Force Commander and the first Commander of
the 5th Field Force.

In August 1952, leading an ambush party, he was
involved in a fierce fire fight at night and was badly
wounded in the leg. His orderly, Bob Ketteringham,
was shot dead trying to carry him to safety. He
made a tourniquet with the strap of his Sten gun
to try to staunch the flow of blood.

Reynolds became Deputy Adjutant General of
BAOR for two years before he assumed command
of Nato’s Allied Command Europe Mobile Force
(Land) for three years with his headquarters in
Heidelberg, Germany. In September 1981, the
Red Army Faction, a terrorist organisation known

He lost consciousness several times during the
nine hours in which he was lying there. At first
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COLONEL ERIC WOODMAN, MC:

in its early phase as the Baader-Meinhof Group,
attempted to assassinate General Frederick
Kroesen, the American C-in-C Nato Central Army
Group.

W

ho has died aged 94, was
awarded an MC in 1945
for a number of operational
parachute drops into German
occupied territory.

They fired two rockets at his car as it crossed a
bridge in Heidelberg. The first missed. The second
hit but failed to explode. The police told Reynolds
that raids on suspects’ houses had revealed that
he was No 2 on the terrorists’ “hit list”. Security
cameras were fitted to his house and he was
provided with bodyguards and an armoured BMW.
On completion of this tour, he was appointed CB.

On D-Day, June 1944,
Woodman was in command
of a company of 7th Battalion
(Light Infantry) The Parachute
Regiment (7 Para), which
jumped into Normandy to
support the glider-borne, coup-de-main force that
had captured the bridges across the Orne River
and the Caen Canal.

His final appointment was that of Director of Nato’s
Military Plans and Policy Division in Brussels. In
1986, he retired from the Army.

They were so badly scattered on landing that, by
three o’clock in the morning, less than half the
battalion was at the forming-up point. Only a few
supply containers were retrieved so that they were
short of heavy weapons when German tanks and
self-propelled guns engaged them at first light.

In 1972, Reynolds had become a guest speaker on
the first of many British Army and Nato battlefield
tours in the Ardennes. These were not intended
to be a commercial venture but were originally
conceived as part of the training of the men under
his command. Over the years, he conducted more
than 2,000 officers and NCOs through the key
areas fought over during the Battle of the Bulge.
He followed this by writing six Second World
War military histories and became a recognised
expert on the Waffen-SS and the Normandy and
Ardennes campaigns.

The attacks increased in intensity during the day
and by the evening Woodman was the only officer
left in the company. Together with elements of 2nd
Battalion Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire Light
Infantry, 7 Para managed to hold the bridges until
relieved. Nobody who was there ever forgot the
moment that contact was made with the precarious
beachhead force. The commandos arrived and
they had a Churchill tank with them. Unmilitary it
may have been but soldiers threw down their rifles
and hugged one another.

He was Colonel Commandant, The Queen’s
Division, from 1984 to 1986 and the last Colonel
of the Queen’s Regiment from 1989 to 1992.
He published The Devil’s Adjutant (1995), Steel
Inferno (1997), Men of Steel (1999), Sons of the
Reich (2002), Eagles and Bulldogs in Normandy
1944 (2003) and Monty and Patton – Two Paths to
Victory (2005). His autobiography Soldier at Heart
– Private to General was published in 2013.

Eric George Woodman was born at Northfleet,
Kent, on January 17 1921 and educated locally.
He served in the ranks for 20 months and, in April
1941, he was commissioned into the Queen’s Own
Royal West Kent Regiment (QORWKR).

Reynolds was a family man and renowned for
his sense of humour and gregarious nature.
He sometimes reflected, but without a trace
of bitterness, on the arbitrary nature of the
awards made to some who had served in Korea
and Northern Ireland. He himself received no
recognition.

Throughout the Second World War he served with
7 Para, seeing action in the Ardennes in the winter
fighting of 1944 to 1945 and, in March 1945, in the
forced crossing of the Rhine when he was dropped
behind enemy lines.
On April 7, 7 Para was ordered to seize Neustadt,
north-west of Hanover, and its bridge on the River
Leine. On the approach, their three-ton lorries
came under heavy fire from machine guns and
there were casualties from large mines laid in
concrete pipes under the road.

Mike Reynolds married, in 1955, Anne Truman,
who survives him with their three daughters.

(The above obituary first appeared in the Daily
Telegraph)
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The bridge was being prepared for demolition.
Woodman, who was second-in-command of his
company, led a charge across it. He kicked at the
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explosives as he passed and managed to sever
some of the fuses.

natural that he should be commissioned in 1956
into his father’s regiment.

The bridge was blown behind him, wounding
him and causing very heavy casualties, but his
small force routed the garrison and held a vitally
important bridgehead until they were relieved the
next morning. Woodman was awarded a Periodical
MC covering the 11 months from D-Day.

Simon joined 1 BUFFS in Wuppertal and later
served with the battalion in Aden where, while still
only a Subaltern, he was appointed Regimental
Signals Officer. One of his National Service soldiers
was badly injured in a serious motor cycle accident
and still has the personal letter that Simon wrote
to his mother at the time. This letter was typical
of Simon’s care and concern for men under his
command. Before leaving Aden, The Buffs trooped
their Colours on a farewell parade and Simon was
selected to carry the Regimental Colour, an honour
which he repeated on several occasions later.

After the war, he was granted a Regular Commission
and accompanied 7 Para to the Dutch East Indies
and then Palestine. A staff appointment in BAOR
was followed by a posting to Malaya.
In 1961, the QORWKR was amalgamated with
the Buffs (Royal East Kent Regiment) to form the
Queen’s Own Buffs. Woodman joined the latter
that same year. He commanded 1st Battalion
The Queen’s Royal Surrey Regiment from 1963
to 1965 when he moved to the British Army Staff
Washington DC as GSO 1.

Simon then returned to BAOR,with the battalion
now stationed in Dortmund, before his posting to
train recruits at The Buffs Depot in Canterbury. One
of the highlights of his career followed from 1962
to 1965 when he served with 2/6 Gurkha Rifles in
Hong Kong and Borneo. In 1967-68 he attended
the Army Staff College in Camberley, earning the
‘psc’ qualification, to which ‘ndc’ was added after
he subsequently completed a National Defence
College course. He commanded ‘A’ Company 2
QUEENS from 1971 to 1972 in both BAOR and
Northern Ireland where, among other highly volatile
places, he was on complex operations in Belfast and
the Creggan Estate, Londonderry. Interspersed
with his regimental tours with 1 QUEENS OWN
BUFFS and 2 QUEENS, he filled important staff
appointments between 1969 and 1977, in HQ 5
Airportable Brigade, AMFL,and UKCICC.

He held a number of staff appointments before
retiring from the Army in 1975 in the rank of colonel.
For the next 10 years, he worked for the security
services at Woolwich. In retirement in Crieff,
Perthshire, he enjoyed fishing and swimming.
He married first, in 1947, Morag Cameron, who
predeceased him. He married secondly, in 1986,
Jennifer (Jenny) Hayes, who survives him with a
son from his first marriage.
(The above obituary was first published in the Daily
Telegraph).

In 1978 Simon was promoted to Lt Col and selected
to command 5 QUEENS (V) for the next two years,
which he did with flying colours. This was a very
demanding and busy appointment as the battalion
became part of 16 Parachute Brigade and later 6th
Field Force, both of which involved many NATO
and UK exercises, often requiring tactical use of
helicopters. From 1981 to 1987 he was GSO1/Chief
Instructor of Psychological Operations at the Joint
Warfare School and subsequently at the Defence
Intelligence and Security School in Ashford, while
for his final two years of active service he held a
staff appointment in the Ministry of Defence.

LT. COL. SIMON MONTFORT BOUCHER:

S

imon Boucher was a
charming, friendly and
generous person who took a
genuine interest in his family,
friends and all ranks who had
the privilege of serving with
him. He enjoyed finding and
keeping ‘good company’ and
was happiest when engaged
in serious conversation. His
tremendous sense of humour resulting in a deep
chuckle will long be remembered.

Simon retired in 1990 after a highly successful
and happy 36 year career as both a Regimental
and Staff officer. For six months he took a Retired
Officer post at DISS, Ashford. However, a position
as Careers Adviser and OC Tonbridge School CCF
then became vacant, for which he applied and was
selected. As his father and both his sons had been
at the school he knew it well and was admirably

He was born on 15th October 1936 and grew up
in Canterbury. After school at Temple Grove, he
went on to Wellington College, then enlisted in The
Buffs as a Private soldier in 1954 and entered RMA
Sandhurst in 1955. As a son of the last Colonel
of The Buffs, General Valentine Boucher, it was
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have been used in recent
letters of sympathy and
show the very great affection
and respect in which he was
held. He was ‘a most kind,
gentle man’, ‘the epitome of
a true gentleman’ and ’kind
and considerate to a fault’
etc.

suited for this job, for which he received many
compliments.
Among Simon’s many interests, he was an
enthusiastic supporter of all sports. He had played
in the Hockey 1st XI in all the battalions in which
he had served and was keen on shotgun and
game shooting. After retirement, he frequently
travelled,from Charing where he lived, to Lords
and other Cricket grounds to watch matches. He
was a Trustee of The Buffs Museum and had many
civilian friends in East Kent. In his last years his
health deteriorated but he bore his troubles bravely
and attended the unveiling of The Buffs ‘Man of
Kent’ memorial statue in the Canterbury Cathedral
precincts in September 2015. Afterwards, at the
VIP Luncheon, he was delighted to talk to Queen
Margrethe of Denmark who had performed the
ceremony. Very sadly, he passed away just seven
weeks later, on 1st November.

Hugh was born in Plymouth in 1930 where his
father, a Royal Navy officer was stationed. He went
to prep school in Northwood and subsequently to
Fettes, in Edinburgh, the fourth generation of the
Tennents to do so, where he was Captain of Sailing.
At the centre of his long life was his great love for
his family and home. Hugh and Pat, a charming
Guy’s Hospital nurse, became engaged in 1957
and were married the following year in St Mary’s
Church, Dover, near Pat’s family home in Whitfield.
They spent the first six weeks of married life in an
Army quarter in Warminster, while Hugh attended
a Company Commanders’ Course there, at the
School of Infantry.

Simon had an extremely happy family life. In 1965,
in Corbridge, Nothumberland, he married Biddy, a
delightful and most popular person full of fun, who
pre-deceased him in 2012. In addition to his two
sons, he leaves a daughter and eight grandchildren,
of whom he was immensely proud.

Their son, Robert, arrived in 1962 and now
remembers particularly a most kind and loving
father, a great role model, many happy caravanning
holidays in Europe, and a Dad who cooked a most
amazing leg of barbecued lamb and never lost his
sense of humour. Ally, their daughter, completed
the family in 1964 and also has many happy
memories of her father.

Simon was a true gentleman, and a fine officer, one
of the last Regular officers to be commissioned
in The Buffs and the last to retire. He is greatly
missed by all who knew him.
JJW

Hugh was, of course, also very proud of his two
grandchildren. Rebecca particularly remembers
walking the dogs with Grandpa in the bluebell
woods at Chartham, while Alasdair clearly recalls
standing on the stool to wind the grandfather clock,
supervised, no doubt, by Hugh.

REVEREND VERNON COLLINS OM:

V

ernon served in The Buffs in
the 1950’s and saw service
in Kenya. He later emigrated to
Australia, became ordained and
was chaplain to many ex Service
Organisation. A member of
London Buffs he visited the UK
every two or three years and on
one occasion Turned the Page.

Hugh and Pat bought their lovely house, ‘Little
Mystole’, near Chartham in 1967 and cherished it
ever since. It became their firm base, in contrast to
the 21 moves they had in Army life. It was said that
Hugh ‘symbolised Mystole’.
Hugh was initially called up for National Service
and badged Royal Artillery, with which he served
in North Africa. He then passed into Eaton Hall
Officer Cadet School, near Chester, but rather than
taking a National Service commission, opted, and
was accepted, for Sandhurst to train for a Regular
Commission.

MAJOR HUGH CHRISTOPHER L. TENNENT
KNIGHT of the DANNEBROG, FREEMAN of the
CITY of LONDON

I

f you ask people who knew Hugh what they
most remember about him, they will invariably
say what an incredibly nice, charming, helpful and
friendly person he was. Many similar expressions
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At Sandhurst, another cadet said he sailed
whenever possible and, in particular, acted
brilliantly as ’Lady Bracknell’ in the Old College
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in Denmark and he was also made Chief Marshal
of a large international Military Tattoo. Hugh and
Pat particularly enjoyed this posting and, before
leaving, he was made a Knight of the Dannebrog.

production of ‘The Importance of Being Earnest’ –
the same character David Suchet is now portraying
in the present London production !
Hugh was duly commissioned into The Buffs,
his County Regiment, in 1952. He joined the 1st
Battalion in Dover, with which he later went to
Kenya for operations against the Mau-Mau. One
of the Battalion’s earliest successes was when
Hugh, leading his rifle platoon, surprised and
very successfully attacked one of their hides. He
received the Kenya medal for this campaign. Hugh
then returned with the battalion to Dover and was
selected as ADC to the GOC.

Hugh’s last important overseas appointment was
to HQ Allied Forces Central Europe in Holland
where he planned nuclear programmes. He then
again returned to regimental duty which included
Northern Ireland peacekeeping in South Armagh
for which he added his third campaign medal. In
1980 he was made a Freeman of the City of London.
During his service with the Colours, Hugh saw The
Buffs amalgamated with the Royal West Kents in
1961 and then the Queen’s Regiment in 1966. He
showed complete loyalty to these new regiments
but, at heart, he remained a Buff.

Between postings, Hugh was briefly attached to
the Depot and, on one occasion, had to collect
the Depot’s pay from a Canterbury bank. A timid
new recruit was detailed to be his escort and still
remembers how Hugh continuously fed him toffees
on the drive to the bank and back. Typical of Hugh !

He retired from active soldiering in 1980, after 32
years in uniform, and became a much respected
Retired Officer at RHQ in Howe Barracks,
Canterbury. Here he excelled as Secretary of
the Queen’s Own Buffs Association, including
welfare and benevolence matters, and was a much
appreciated Kent Appeal Secretary for the Army
Benevolent Fund.

In the exceptionally freezing winter of 1957-8, the
battalion was stationed in Dover Castle before
embarking for the sweltering heat of Aden. Hugh
was now Machine Gun Platoon Commander and
his expertise was fully tested during operations
against active insurgency in both the Colony
and Protectorate. During this period, he was
sent to Muscat and Oman for six months, and
later received his second medal, for the Arabian
Peninsula campaign.

Another
important
and
time-consuming
responsibility for Hugh was the Regimental Tent
at the annual Canterbury Cricket Week, for which
he had the extremely able support of Pat. The tent
was always superbly organised and decorated with
beautiful flowers.

Time allows only brief mention of some of Hugh’s
subsequent interesting jobs. At other periods
he was normally at the all-important ‘sharp end’,
serving with a Regular battalion, or training TA. He
was clearly recognised not only as ‘Staff Qualified’
but, overall, as a most efficient and thorough officer.

The lovely flower arrangements below the lectern
in The Buffs Chapel were usually prepared by
regimental ladies on the roster run by Pat, but often
Hugh could also be seen carrying fresh blooms or
watering cans to assist Pat, when, frequently, she
did the flowers herself.

Hugh’s first overseas staff appointment was to HQ
5 Infantry Brigade in BAOR in 1959 but, three years
later, he was back with the battalion and selected
as commander of No.3 Guard on parade for the
Presentation of New Colours by King Frederik
IX of Denmark and Princess Marina of Kent, in
Folkestone.

After Hugh retired from RHQ in 1990, he and Pat
were able to concentrate fully on their Wolsey
Lodge commitment and greatly enjoyed welcoming
many and varied guests to their beautiful home.
They were wonderful hosts.
Hugh was one of the few remaining Regular officers
from the original famous old Buffs, and a member
of the Dragon Club. It was therefore very sad that
he missed the recent unveiling of the new Buffs
statue by Queen Margrethe of Denmark in the
Precincts of this Cathedral. It was a very special
regimental occasion, for which all Hugh’s medals,
including his Dannebrog, had new ribbons, and to
which he had been greatly looking forward.

Two years afterwards, he was made Army staff
officer to the British Joint Service Training Team
in Ghana. This tour coincided with the coup in
that country, during which Pat and Hugh’s toddler
daughter went missing, only to be found later, safe
and well !
In 1970 he started another job at HQ Rhine Area
for two years followed by a post at HQ Baltic
Approaches in Denmark until 1974. Here, his
secondary role was Regimental Representative
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with whom he stayed until he was wounded by
a German grenade just before VE Day. I had
assumed that he was with 7th Hampshires but he
used to talk about the liberation of Belsen and that
Battalion finished the war closer to Bremen than
Bergen-Hohne.

A nicer, kinder, more reliable or helpful person
would be hard to find. He will be greatly missed
and fondly remembered. Hugh was a true Man of
Kent, a fine officer of The Buffs and, above all, a
most loving husband, father and grandfather.
JJW

After he recovered from his wounds Don joined the
Royal Military Police and ended up in Berlin where
one of his duties included guarding Rudolph Hess
(members of his unit escorted Albert Pierrepoint
from Hannover to Hameln when he executed the
‘Belsen Gang’ as Don called them). In later life Don
retained the ability to speak fluent German and
would always go out of his way to help German
visitors to our country.

MR. DONALD EDWIN BROWN:
19 March 1926 – 24 September 2015

I

first met Don Brown in 1980. I was fortunate
enough to land myself a holiday job working at
Pembury Hospital in Kent which later became
permanent after I’d finished full time education
and was waiting to join the Army. Like many of the
porters at that time Don, who was Deputy Head
Porter, was a veteran of the Second World War.
He didn’t speak much about his experiences then
but later I began to realise just what a remarkable
time he had had. I remember, whilst I was at Staff
College studying the Normandy campaign, I had
asked him why things were done in a certain way
he replied that ‘I was just 19 years old, I really
hadn’t got a clue what was going on except in my
own small world’.

In 1948 Don started work at Pembury Hospital
(initially as a mortician and theatre technician).
Following retirement he took jobs working with
Iceland the supermarket chain and then Kent
Police. The spirit that saw him through the war
wasn’t dead – in 1992 he was awarded a Chief
Constable’s Commendation for Courage for
disarming a deranged woman who was attacking
two WPCs with a knife (he was out walking with his
wife at the time).
Don and I kept in contact, he was always interested
in what was happening in the Army – I was very
proud when he was able to attend the 2 PWRR
Freedom Parade in Tonbridge in 2011 when I took
the salute. His life wasn’t without tragedy; his
first wife died in a fire that destroyed all of Don’s
belongings (including photos and memorabilia
from his time in the Army (except for one photo)).
In later life he put up with aortic embolism, cancers
and the removal of a lung. He faced all of this with
a typically doughty spirit and sense of humour
supported by Margaret his wife of 32 years.

Don was born in Tunbridge Wells; he had three
older brothers, one sister and three step-sisters.
After school he trained as a plumber but in 1943 he
joined the Young Men’s Training Battalion before
joining the Royal West Kent Regiment when he
turned eighteen. Once training was completed he
was put in a draft to go to India and Burma but at the
last minute he was one of two hundred who were
taken off. Of those who went to fight against the
Japanese from that draft only one was to survive
– I have assumed that they ended up at Kohima.

Towards the end though it became increasingly
difficult for him to live at home in their house in
Tonbridge and he was admitted to hospital where
thoughts turned to moving him to a nursing home.
It was not to be, and he passed away peacefully
in the early hours of 24 September a few short
months before his 90th birthday party which he
had been planning in detail.

Don landed on Gold Beach on D-Day with the
Hampshire Regiment; later in life he was a bit
confused as to which battalion he was with.
However, he vividly remembered the Commanding
Officer being wounded on the first day which put him
in the 1st Battalion. Between June and November
1944 the Battalion suffered heavy casualties
(1,281 including 231 officers and men killed in
action); as a result the Battalion was reduced to a
cadre and returned to the UK, the remaining men,
including Don, were used as Battlefield Casualty
Replacements with other regiments.

There aren’t many of Don’s generation left with us
and fewer still who lived through his experiences.
I count myself privileged and humbled to have
counted such a man my friend.

During the crossing of the Rhine Don served with
5th Battalion of the Royal Berkshire Regiment who
acted as the Bank Group within 15th (Scottish)
Infantry Division. He then joined another battalion
SPRING 2016

Colonel (Retd) John Powell OBE Late PWRR.
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LT COL. ANTHONY (TONY) WILLIAM
FRANKLIN

After discharge Dennis enjoyed a long and
successful career in the management element
of the building trade. A member of both Weald
Branch and London Buffs, Dennis supported these
branches and the Association generally at every
opportunity, He was a kind generous man a good
friend and colleague who will be greatly missed by
all of us who knew him.

T

ony was born on 4th January
1924 in Brittany, France and
having completed his education
at Tonbridge School in December
1941 he was commissioned
into 2nd Battalion The Royal
Sikh Regiment of the Indian
Army serving in Palestine, Italy,
Greece and then India, in the
course of which he was Mentioned in Despatches
on two occasions. In January 1945 he received a
regular commission in The Queen’s Own and after
attachment to I Para, them saw service with the
regiment in Malaya, BAOR, Cyprus, Egypt and with
The Queen’s Own Buffs in Kenya, British Guyana
and commanded 2 Bn. The Queen’s regiment
Hong Kong. After Staff College various staff
appointments followed including Brigade Major
with 107 Ulster Brigade Group (at the time of the
1967 riots, and finally in Northern Ireland.)

MRS VIVIEN MARY DUDMAN:
was the widow of
Vivien
Bryan Dudman, Standard

Bearer of Canterbury Branch,
who passed away last year,
passed away in October 2015.
A great supporter of Canterbury
Branch and the Association,
Vivien will be missed by us all.

MR. KAY WEEK:

K

ay served alongside many
other Danes in 1st Bn
The Buffs and was for a long
period of time Chairman of
the Denmark Branch of the
Association.

MAJOR ARTHUR HENRY MISKIN MC:

Bill’ Miskin passed away on

‘

20th October 2015 in the Darent
Valley Hospital.
Bill served with 6th Battalion
The Queen’s Own and was
respected by all that knew him.
He won the Military Cross,
when commanding B Company
6th Bn during the hard fought action on Djebel Bou
Diss in 1943.(The story of the remarkable 6th Bn
featured in the Spring 2010 edition of The Journal).

MR. RICHARD (DICK) OVENDEN.:
was a long standing
Dick
and popular member

of Ramsgate and a keen
member of the Association.

DENNIS ALAN STRINGER
20th January 1937-13th September 2015.

D

ennis, an ex Buff,
passed away after a
long illness, bravely borne,
on 13th September 2015.

We have been advised of the death of
the following: -

Dennis joined The Buffs
in 1958 as a National
Serviceman, and served in
the UK, Aden and Dortmund in the Signal Platoon
under the late Lt. Col. Simon Boucher.

MR. RAY BAMBLETT: a member of Weald Branch.

MR PETER HICKS:
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MR ROY HARWOOD:

MR NORMAN SHAW:

MR. RON LOVE:

MR DAVID MOCKLER:

An ex Buff ,Ron was a member of Canterbury
Branch.

MR. JAMES (JIM) FORD
Jim ex 141 Regt. RAC (The Buffs) passed away in
1st March 2016

MR. W JENKINS:
An ex Buff who had lived in Australia for many
years.

MR. A. T. MARSDEN:
Ex The Royal West Kents Reg. 14/5/1957 and
Queens Reg 30/1/1969. Passed away on the 23rd
of September 2015.

MR. G. HADLER:
A member of Canterbury Branch

MR DAVID JONES: ex 2 Queen’s Assault Pioneers.

MR. IAN WOODS: Ex Queen’s Own Buffs, who
lived in Littlehampton.

PHILLIP (PHIL) WELLS: EX QOB and 2 Queen’s
Mortar Platoon. Passed away in Northern Ireland
on Sunday 13th March.

MR G BALDOCK:
An ex Buff who was Chair of the Dover Branch of
the Association.

KEVIN GEEVES:
Information has been received that Kevin has
passed away.

MR MIKE MATSON:
An ex Buff and long time member of Sittingbourne
Branch.

MR PETER COLIN PARKER:
MR A E HILLS:

25th September - 24th August
2015

Ex Queen’s Own and a member of Bromley Branch
who has for many years resided in Australia

MR DAVID JONES: Ex Assault Pioneers 2 Queen’s

MR JOE COASBY:

MR ROBERT KING:

MR. BILL
MR. SID
PINDER:
PULLMAN:
Obituaries of Bill and Sid will be published on the
website.

MR. KEN HYAM: ex Buffs and an Aden veteran.
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September 2016. The parade will assemble at the
East Gate of Tower of London at 10.15.

NOTICE
BOARD

Should you wish to attend the service then please
contact the secretary of London Branch, Mrs.
Betty Correa, 34 Homer Road, Shirley, Croydon,
Surrey CR0 7SB. Tel No. 0208 655 3040
Email jcorrea@talk 21.com

ASSOCIATION TRIP TO THE SOMME
20th to 22nd MAY 2016

NEW MEMBERS

The Association trip to The Somme will take place
from 20th May to 22nd May 2016. You should by
now have received your final invoice and outline
itinerary. - There are two coaches, Coach One
will Pick up from Herne Bay, Margate, Ramsgate,
Sturry, Canterbury and Dover. Coach two from
Tonbridge, Maidstone and Dover.,

We welcome the following who have now joined
the Regimental Association.
Mr H R Thomas

Queens/PWRR

72-14

Mr R Gorse

2 Queens

66-77

Mr R Powell

RAMC/RADC

62-77

Mr A Spencer-Lewis

Queens

67-91

Mr J P Grinham

2 Queens

69-80

Mr L Parsons

2 Queens

64-71

Mr R Feakins

2 Queens

72-87

Mr J Vann

2 Queens/
PWRR

71-96

Mr E Saunders

QOB/
2 Queens

65-70

Mr H Fagg

2 Queens

68-92

Mr D B Mockler

QOB/
2 Queens

Mr V McKeen

5 Buffs

Mr EC Fearon

2 Queens

We will be staying at the Campanile Amiens
Centre-Gare 3-star Hotel, 37 Rue Paul Tellier,
80000 Amiens, France The cost of the trip includes
Coach and Ferry costs, Bed & Breakfast Hotel
accommodation. Lunches will be paid for on an
individual basis.
There are still a few seats left so if you would like
to join us please contact the Association Secretary
on 01843 598615 or email qobassociation@gmail.
com for an update on availability

REGIMENTAL REUNIONS 2016
64-76

CANTERBURY REUNION
7th August 2016
&
MAIDSTONE REUNION
18th September 2016

66-88

The Administrative Orders with timings are
published within this Journal and application
forms for Lunch Tickets for both reunions are also
enclosed.

LONDON BUFFS BRANCH
PARADE & SERVICE in TOWER OF
LONDON

Please support these two very important
Association events if you possibly can, we can
only keep these important events going if sufficient
support is forthcoming,

Sunday 4th September 2016
This parade and annual Service of Remembrance,
organised by the London (Buffs) Branch of the
Regimental Association will be held on Sunday 4th
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CANTERBURY BRANCH
ANNUAL CAROL SERVICE
The annual Carol Concert will be held in the
Franciscan Study Centre on Sunday 11th December
2016 at 2 pm.
All Association members are welcome so, if
you can, kick off the Christmas Season with a
traditional regimental Carol Concert. Mulled wine,
Tea., coffee, mince pies etc served afterwards.

On Friday 5 August there are 10 complimentary
tickets to Association members which include
ground entry tickets, use of the tent and afternoon
tea.
Contact details for further information:
Colonel (retd) P C Cook
1 Chantry Place, Marden, Kent TN12 9HL
Tel No: 01622 832370
email: peteranddeirdrecook@hotmail.co.uk

FRIENDS OF THE BUFFS
The Buffs, Queen’s Own,

Annual General Meeting 2016
The AGM of The Friends of The Buffs will take place
in the AV THEATRE, part of the Cathedral Lodge
Conference facility, on 4th May 2016, immediately
after the Turning of the Page ceremony, which will
be sponsored by London Buffs.
Please note that no car parking facilities will be
available within the precincts on that day.
If you are a member of Friends of The Buffs then
please do try and attend if possible. If you are not
a member but would still like to attend you will be
most welcome.

Queen’s Own Buffs
and 2nd Queen’s
Annual Officers Lunch
The lunch will be held in the Gascoigne Room at
the Union Jack Club, Sandell Street,
Waterloo, on Wednesday 26th October 2016 at 12
noon for 1 pm.
The menu will be:Prawn & Crayfish in a Cocktail Sauce on lettuce.
Grilled Rib-eye Steak served with Pont Neuf
Potatoes & Seasonal Vegetables

Should you require any further information then
please contact the Association Secretary on

Vanilla Pana Cotta with poached seasonal fruits

01843 598615 or by email: qobassociation@gmail.
com

Tea/Coffee and Mints
Red & White wine

REGIMENTAL CRICKET TENT 2016

Port

The Regimental Cricket Tent will be in operation
as usual for the Kent County Cricket Club Festival
Week 3 – 6 August 2016 at The St Lawrence
Spitfire Ground Canterbury.

(Vegetarian options will be available please indicate
any such requirement on the attached form)

All members of The Queens Own Buffs Regimental
Association are associate members of the
Regimental Cricket Tent and as such are welcome
to use the facilities of the tent including bar and
reserved seating to watch the cricket.

The cost of the lunch will be £40 per person and
tickets can be obtained by completing the enclosed
form and sending to: -

Anyone who would like to enjoy the full hospitality
of the tent including entry ticket to the ground, tea
and coffee on arrival, luncheon and tea should
contact Colonel (retd) Peter Cook to be given
further details as to cost for the day.
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Regimental Association Secretary
The Marlowe Innovation Centre,
Marlowe Way,
Ramsgate CT12 6FA
Email: qobassociation@gmail.com
Tel: 01843 598615 Mobile: 07522914562

The Queen’s Own Buffs
The Royal Kent Regiment
The Final Year - 1966
By the end of September 1965, the battalion’s move to Hong Kong was complete and on 1st October had
taken over the operational responsibilities from 1 DLI. ‘A’ & ‘D’ Companies deployed to Erskine Camp in the
New Territories with the remainder of the battalion in Gun Club Barracks in Kowloon
Setting aside the threat from China, the internal threat of public disorder in the colony was the prime
responsibilty with 1SWB on Hong Kong Island and 1 QOB responsible for Kowloon and the New Territories.
To this end a Combined Headquarters had been set up between the CO, Lt Col. MacDonald and the Kowloon
Police. When and if the Internal Security situation warranted it this HQ would be immediately manned.
Apart from the usual round of training and exercises there were garrison ceremonial guard duties to perform
at Government House and Flagstaff House, which normally involved a complete company for a week at a
time.
Lt. Mike Butler and sixteen soldiers were deployed to South Korea where they formed half of a mixed UN
platoon stationed there for ceremonial duty since the truce negotiations at Panmunjom.
With the arrival of Monday 3rd January 1966 and the Christmas break behind us, training for the Borneo
confrontation started in earnest which included the introduction to the Armalite rifle, an American weapon
designed for deadly use at short range.
In March the battalion undertook a big annual exercise (Mixed Grill) in the New Territories. On return from
his recce to Borneo the CO ordered a second 10 day exercise. The second exercise commenced on Friday
April 1st and five days later a message was received at 3 pm from HQ Hong Kong and Kowloon Garrison
for the battalion to be prepared to go to the aid of the police due to rising discontent, fanned by agitators,
over the increase in ferry charges.
Later as the situation had quietened down, with permission from Garrison, the battalion was stood down. At
11 pm Kowloon was ablaze and filled with furious rioting and a urgent request for assistance was received
from Kowloon Police.
By 3 am the battalion had reached barracks and by 3.45 am were deployed into the streets of Kowloon and
the curfew enforced. For the next three days and nights the battalion supported the police and took over
command of 49th Light Regt RA, 1 Green Howards and 1/2nd Gurkhas. On Easter Sunday, April 10th 49th
Regt took over and the battalion returned to barracks for a well earned rest. On the following day, Easter
Monday, the C in C Far East, visited the battalion to express his gratitude for their efforts. Brigadier Hind in
a letter to the CO wrote:
‘You could scarcely have had a worse start to the battle and you responded in the most magnificent way, not
only getting back to Kowloon so quickly but also in meeting the continuing demands over a such a protracted
period. Everyone has been full of praise.”
Just 14 days later the Battalion began the move to Borneo, completing the move to Camp Paradise in Sabah
to begin Jungle Training by the middle of May. The training, under the experienced hand of Major Richard
Neve MC, culminated in an inspection and assessment by an inspecting team from the Jungle Warfare
School. They reported that the battalion was “fully fit for jungle warfare”.
On July 17th the battalion was deployed into its operational role in Sarawak as part of 99 Gurkha Brigade,
whose five battalions held a front along the border of 181 miles where the Indonesian Army had concentrated
in strength. On July 22nd the battalion took over the Serian area from the hardened and distinguished
1/10th Gurkhas who just a few weeks before had achieved a highly successful ambush in which they killed
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thirty seven Indonesian soldiers without loss to themselves.. On the battalion’s right were 2/10th Gurkhas
whose L/Cpl Limbu had recently been awarded the Victoria Cross.
Apart from the threat from the Indonesian Army there was also a very active terrorist organisation, the
Chinese dominated Clandestine Communist Organisation (CCO) whose assassins and activators had long
tried to stage a Malayan style rebellion in Sarawak. This required a deployment in depth with ‘C’ Company,
under Major Richard Lea deployed to the border village of Tebedu operating from a fortified base. ‘B’
Company under Major Jimmy Reid were deployed at the base in Tebekan.. ‘A’ Company were deployed at
Serian along with HQ Company.
In August elements of HQ and ‘A’ Company took part, along with Special Branch and Police Field Force all
under the command of Major Richard Neve, in operation White Horse 11. During this operation four wanted
members of the CCO were arrested and a very large quantity of weapons, ammunition and documents were
seized. The following day a second operation, ‘Green Dragon’, was launched with equal success.
In September the battalion handed over their positions to 3rd and 8th Royal Malay Regiment. The Queen’s
Own Buffs The Royal Kent Regiment were the last British infantry to leave Sarawak and in recognition of
the battalion’s short but highly successful tour the Chief Minister presented a plaque to the battalion together
with a letter which read: “I wish to take this opportunity to extend again our gratitude to you and your men for the role you have aptly
played in stemming the tide of outside aggression against our State. We in Sarawak will remain grateful to
your Battalion and other Commonwealth forces who have come so readily to our defence in our hour of need.
My personal regards to you and your men whom we in Sarawak will miss.”
The advance party arrived back in Hong Kong on 26th August whilst the sea party disembarked with the
Regimental Colour, on 7th September. The rear party arrived on 26th September.
In July the news had been received that the battalion’s existence as a separate regiment was to be ended on
December 31st, to be merged into a larger regiment, The Queen’s Regiment, to become 2nd Battalion The
Queen’s Regiment. (Queen’s
Own Buffs).
On December 31st 1966,
just five short years and ten
months, during which the
Queen’s Own Buffs had served
in ten countries, England,
Kenya, Cyprus, Canada, British
Guiana, Denmark, Hong Kong,
Sabah and Sarawak passed
into history.
At a short but moving parade
at Gun Club Barracks, the Buff
and Blue flag with its White
Horse badge was lowered,
making the same sad descent
down the flag pole that the
regimental ones of The Buffs
and Queen’s Own had made in March 1961. In its place was raised the regimental flag of the Queen’s
Regiment.
Subsequently the battalion’s contributor to Invicta added the brave words:
“The battle has been fought and lost, and we now look forward with determination that ours will, in the future,
be the best battalion in the best regiment in the British Army”.
Veteri Frondescit Honore”
SPRING 2016
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MEDAL RESEARCH
I am a amateur medal collector and recently I
brought a GSM which as a name engraved on it
awarded to Private E. DARLOW 6284746. The
medal clasp is for Palestine were I understand
The Buffs were deployed.

FROM THE
WEBSITE

Any info on this chap will be very welcome
David
davidwolfe2000@yahoo.com

ASSAULT PIONEER PLATOON 62-68
My name is Jim Glue, my granddad was Pte.
Colin Clampin of The Queens Own Buffs Assault
Pioneer Platoon. I am looking for anyone who
knew my grandad and feels comfortable talking to
me about his army days

PRIVATE TATLOCK (6294044) MY GRANDFATHER
I am in the process of researching my Grandfather
(Private (6294044) - John George Tatlock). He
served with The Buffs and travelled via Cape
Town on route to Alam el Halfa in 1942.

Many thanks
Jim
Email: jamesglue@msn.com

I wondered if anyone had any information that you
can share on The Buffs, my grandfather, or the
journey round Africa on the SS Laconia.

MAJOR HC RUSSELL MC DCM
Major HC Russell won the DCM with the 1st
battalion The Gold Coast Regiment RWAFF at
the battle of Uaddara in East Africa on 11th May
1941. He won an MC as a Captain in Burma in
February 1945 still with us. He joined the Queen’s
Own Buffs post war until obliged to retire on the
26th January 1965 due to ill health.

I look forward to hearing from you,
Phil Canning
Email: philze_c@hotmail.com

THE LONG JOURNEY HOME
I don’t know if anyone there might be interested
in this. Three of my children are cycling 680 miles
to retrace the route taken by their grandfather
Herbert ‘Tishy’ Parker who served with the West
Kents and was taken prisoner at Dunkirk. In 1945
he was part of the Thousand Mile march before
being liberated in late April.

Until I obtain his two citations at TNA (UK) in
Kew, I do not even know his forenames. We did
not have many MC DCM winners in the regiment
during WW 2. I should like to write him up for the
regimental journal. Details of his post war service
with the Queen’s Own Buffs would be appreciated.

More information

RWAFF was the Royal West African Force that
amounted to two divisions and two independent
brigades in WW 2. The officers were British,
Rhodesian & Polish, there were European NCOs
& WOs but the majority of NCOs & WOs and all
soldiers were Africans from Nigeria, the Gold
Coast (Ghana), Sierra Leone and the Gambia.

https://www.facebook.com/GrandadBert
Email:as.parker@btinternet.com

THE BUFFS AND QUEENS OWN BUFFS
1958-1964
My name is Vic Matcham, does anyone remember
me. I was in the band at first then went on to be a
medic in the medical centre.
Email: victormatcham@hotmail.co.uk

The regiment existed from 1897-1960, though we
still have a few WW 2 officers alive and a couple
of dozen national service officers. In addition we
have sons, daughters, grand children and one
great grandson and a number of military historians
in the association.

Reply
I remember you very well, as I was around between
1955 and 1965.

Keith Steward
General Secretary RWAFF Association.
Email: kjhsteward@aol.com

Alan Barnes
Email: a.barn1572@talktalk.net
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4460273 PRIVATE GEORGE WILLIAM
WHITEHOUSE
I have been trying to dig out some information on
my grandfather and his service history.

LT G H WOODS 4th BN BUFFS
HMS Eclipse Oct 1943
I wonder if anyone can help please, filling in some
detail on the death of Lt George Henry Woods
and 120+ other Buffs when HMS Eclipse was
sunk by a mine on 23rd Oct 1943. He was my
Mother’s first husband and she never really knew
what happened to him and what he was doing
at the time. Was he a platoon/company officer
or HQ section? Any information would gratefully
received.

From what I can make out he served with 5th Bn
Queen’s Own Royal West Kent Regiment. He was
killed on 4 September 1942. I was wondering if
anyone knows what his unit was doing around
that time? I believe they arrived in Egypt in July
1942 and in September they were involved in the
Battle of Alam Halfa. Does anyone know if this is
correct or have any further information, it would
be appreciated.

clive.good@btinternet.com
Reply

Many Thanks

I have sent you a personal email. My grandfather
Arthur William Fortune was a Buff also killed that
night. This year I visited the wreck site with my 3
children. I will gladly send you all the info I have.
We must endeavour to keep the memory of these
remarkable men alive. Send your address to me
and it will be a pleasure to send info as wonderful
people on this site have been so kind to me in the
past.

John Whitehouse.
john@jwweb.me.uk

CSM SF CLAYSON 1888-1967
Trying to find some details on this man who seems
to have served with the 1/4th East Kents and the
1/7th Sherwood Foresters in WWI- any details
for transfer between the two units would be very
gratefully received.

All the best,
Matthew a Fortune.

Simon Fielding

matthew.fortune@hotmail.co.uk

simonharveyfielding@yahoo.co.uk

FINAL WORD
I hope you enjoy reading this issue of The Journal consisting of a record breaking number of pages. This
bumper issue would not have been possible without the articles submitted by John Barrell, Mick Mills and
Keith Fazzani and I am very grateful indeed to them. I must also add my thanks to Barry Duffield for his
superb photos and the support that he gives the Association in arranging press releases and attending so
many of our Association events, sometimes at very short notice.
I hope that as many of you that can attend our reunions this year, in particular the Maidstone Reunion where
numbers were so much reduced in 2015. That may just have been a ‘blip’ as the number of Association
members are holding up well and we are still very active with our trips, reunions etc so we are good for a
few years yet.
Sadly this year the Regimental Association of the Middlesex Regiment will close its doors, we have been
closely linked to the ‘Die Hards’ over the past years, in particular at the Battle of Albuhera, WW1, WW2
and of course our regiments were together part of the old Home Counties Brigade. All we can say is good
luck to the remaining members, if any of you would like to join any of our branches, we already have quite
a few ‘Mids’ as branch members, then you will be very welcome indeed.
On a personal note, we have now moved our home so do please use the office address for all communications.
Have a great year and I look forward to seeing you at the Reunions.
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Peter

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY 2016-2017
5th April

Re interment of RWK soldier’s remains- New Irish Farm Cemetery, Ypres. (1)

4th May

Friend’s of The Buffs AGM. (1)

4th May

London Buffs Branch Turning of the Page. (2)

4th May

Ramsgate Social Evening. (8)

13th May

Canterbury Branch Albuhera Dinner. (3)

14th May

Colchester Branch Albuhera Dinner (TBC). (4)

20th to 22nd May

Association trip to The Somme.(1)

5th/6th July(TBC)

Weald Branch trip to Bovingdon Tank Museum. (5)

June (date TBC)

Canterbury Branch trip to Chartwell. (3)

3rd to 6th August

Kent County Cricket Week-St Lawrence Spitfire Ground Canterbury. (6)

7th August

Queen’s Own Buffs Canterbury Reunion. (1)

4th September

Tower of London Service of Remembrance. (2)

8th September

Sevastopol Day- Weald Branch Turning the Page. (5)

18th September

Queen’s Own Buffs Maidstone Reunion. (1)

26th October

Queen’s Own Buffs annual Officers’ Lunch. (1)

9th November

Field of Remembrance Westminster Abbey. (1)

11th November

Remembrance Day Turning of the Page. (1)

13th November

Remembrance Sunday. (3)

13th November

Canterbury Branch Remembrance Sunday Lunch. (3)

26th November

Ramsgate Branch Annual Dinner. (8)

10th December

Maidstone Branch Xmas lunch. (7)

10th December

Colchester Branch Xmas lunch. (4)

11th December

Canterbury Branch Carol Concert. (3)

25th February 2017

Regimental Association Annual General Meeting. (1)

For further details of the above please contact as indicated below:
(1)

Regt. Association Secretary:

qobassociation@gmail.com

(2)

London Buffs Secretary. Betty Correa:

bettycorrea53@icloud.com

(3)

Canterbury Branch Secretary , Bob Cook.

joyce560@btinternet.com

(4)

Colchester Branch Chairman, Jimmy Burr

James@eternalknight.co.uk

(5)

Weald Branch Secretary

secretary.weald.branch.qobra@gmail.com

(6)

Colonel Peter Cook DL.

peteranddeirdrecook@hotmail.co.uk

(7)

Maidstone Branch Secretary, Brian Arnold

arnold.brian@rocketmail.com

(8)

Ramsgate Branch

malcolm.milham@sky.com
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